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The research and studies. forming the basis, of this report were con?
ducted pursuant to a contract with the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), Solar Energy' Program, part of the
National Solar Heating and Cooling pf Buildings Program managed
by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The statements and con-
cltisions contained herein are those of the contractor and do not
nece-sarily reflect the views of the U.S. Government in general or
HUD or DOE in particular. Neither the United States nor HUD nor
DOE makes any warranty, expressed or Implied, or assumes
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information
herein.

This guidebook is one Of a three-part series of manuals on solar
energy and solar access prepared by the American Planning
Association for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-''
ment. The APA is a consolidation of the American Institute of Plan-

* ners and the American Society of Planning Officials.

's'rhe other two guidebooks in the series are:

Protecting Solar Access for Residential Development A Guidebook
for Planning Officials, by the APA.

Site Planning for Soler Access: A Guidebook for Residential
Developers and Site Planners, by the APA.
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This guidebook examines some of the design issues associated
'with solar energy and suggests ways for design review committees
to review solar installations and buildings in light of existing aes-.
thetic goals in their communities, The guidebook does not dictate
good taste nor does it recommend that a reviewer judge solar in-
stallations or buildings solely on the grounds of aesthetics. In fact,
recent state legislation in both California and Colorado has made it
cleir that aesthetics ought not be the sole ground for rejecting
solar installations and buildings. (This legislation is discussed in
Appendix I.) ..

There are certain strategies, however, that design reviewers can
use to overcome rising conflicts between local design objectives
and solar energy use without compromising aesthetic goals. This
guidebook examines those strategies and recommends design
criteria that should be used to evaluate new solar installations and
buildings. These criteria include the type of solar system being
used and the was in which the system relates to the building's
design, the building site, and the neighborhood.

The guidebook is intended primarily for members of,private archi-
tectural review committees of homeowners associations, but it also
may be useful to members of pgblic design review boaTds, historic
preservation commissions, and designers who present solar pro-
posals to these boards and commissions. The reasons for this par-
ticular emphasis are twofold: (1) it is estimated that several thou-
sand architectural review committees enforce private design restric-

ns. In contrast, there are perhaps several hundred public boards
in e stence: and (2) private review committees often have to rely
more on their Own judgment than do public committees and simply
do not have the same access to architects or design professionals
as do public committee

As the numbeitr of solar energy installations increases, these design
reviewers will be faced with a growing number of legal and regula-

r 137
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tory issues. Four particular issues already merit special dention for
design review boards:

Homeavners have sued design review boards whiCh have pre- s

vented the installation of solar equipment or the use of solar 1

building designs. Ways to accommodate solar design must be de-
. veloped to forestall the inconvenience and expense of needle

litigation.

Design doals and review procedures may have to be chapged to
meet new requirements. The lesfOns from California and Col: - ,

orado laws can help review boaids and design professionals
avoid potential conflicts in their states by using criteria other than
aesthetics to judge solar installations., Pt

i..".

Public design review committees are one of many government
agencies obliged to promote the general welfare. To that end,
they should develop design criteria that reduce energy consump-
tion and utility costs in a manner consisteritwith aesthetic objec-
tives. *
Design review committees and boards can help protect energy in-
stallations from shading problems since development next to the
lot of a solar building under review is often examined as pad of
the design review process, Conflicts between the existing
development and solar access needs of new installations can
easily be identified and corrected during design review.

To help design reviewers resolve !hese issues, the guidebook has
been organized in the foll9wing way. "What Solar Energy Systems
Look Like" describes typical systems and explains why they look
the layay they do. "Design Strategies" examines design alternatives
for highlighting, concealing, and integrating solar equipment into
buildings: it offers options for relating the building to the site and in-
to the existing neighborhrli. "Design Review" presents sugges-
tions for changing the desi n review process and standards to make
them more sensitive to solar development. Technidal appendices
survey the design review process and present some proposed and
adopted design criteria for solar buildings and installations.

(
8

. .8

14
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.

Buildings and sites planned for solar energy use sometimes differ in
appearance from conventional projects, and solar houses using dif-
ferent types of solar energy systems look different from each other.
Solar energy systems are usually classified as eitheactive or pas-
sive. Hybrid systems combine features of both active and passive
systems. All solar energy systems must have a means of collecting
heat, transporting it to its pointof use or storage, storing heat until

,te it is needed, and controlling or regulating the amount of heat releas-
ed to the vaoious parts of the structure.

Active systems are characterized by the presence of solar collector.
panels, most commonly located on the roof of a building, although
other locations are possible. An active system requires mechanical
devices such as pumps or'fans to transport solar - (Seated air or liquid
to jts point of use or to storage. (See Figure 1.)

Passive systems have no solar panels but rather rely on design or
construction materials to collect the sun's heat. Passive systems
have few, if any..mechanical devices and depend primarily on
naturalAprocesses such as radiation, convection (air movement), or

,conduction (direct contact) to transport the collected heat. Passive
systems often use windows, doorway, greenhouses, or skylights

,fs solar collectors. Figure 2 shows a passive system using large
south-facing windows as solar cope ors. The windows convert
sunlight to heat and store the heat Ili the walls and floors of the
building. The healwarms the building by natural processes.

:Solar energy system designs can affpct a building's appearance.
For instance, an active system uses solar collectors that are typical-
ly mounted on the building's roof or in the yard. In these locations,
the collectors are highly visible features on an otherwise conven-
tional building. Passive solar energy systems often requite un-
cotventional building design; many passive bullaings use un-
commonly large areas of south-facing glass to allow sunlight to
penetrate into rooms. Some solar buildings integrate features from
both passive and active systems, having collector panels on the roof
and large glazed areas on the south wall.

16 9
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What Solar Energy Systeins Look Like

et,i
The stooge componerA, which absorbs and releases heat, may (also
affect the exterior appearands of a solar building. In some passive
buildings, mass wails, constructed of either masonry or water-filled
drums and blaced directly behind the south-facing glass, absorb
direct sunlight. These dark-colored storage masses may be visitOe
from the outside of the building. On the other hand, the storage
compobents of active systems usually are located in places where
they will be beyond the view,of both occupants and passersby.

In some cases, the control mechanism which regulates the amount
of heat entering the living area and the storage component will also
after a building's appearance. In active systems, the thermostats
that often ere used to operate -fans or pumps are not obtrusive. Pas-
Sive systems, however. :nust use devices to control the amount of
heat that unters.and leaves the uifding throtigh the large windows.
The window overhangs or awnin that keep out summer sun and
that insulated windows, panels, utters, or curtains that keep heat
inion_cold nights may be clearly visible from outside the building.

The next few sections discuss the appearance of solar energy sys-
tems and solar buildings in more detail.

..
Active Systents

The collector
In both passive and active systems, the collector is the most visible
part. As the connection between the sun and the rest of the system,
it must be exposed to direct sunlight, and thus it is open to public
view.

The most common type of active solar collector is the flat-plate re ol-
lectot. It is usually rectangular and is 3 -or, 4 feet wide:, 6 to 8 feet
long, and 4 to 6 inches deep. The collector is made up of several
parts, the most yisible being the top transparent cover and the dark
absorber plate beneath the cover. A liquid or air is passed over or
through the absorber plate and carries off the collected heat. Most
collectors have fret over plates, but some use curved plates. Flat-

2o



What SolarEnergy Systerhs Look Like

plate collectors are usually framed in wood, plastic, or metal and
have an uncluttered appearance. Figure 3 shows what these collec-
tors look like when installed on #

The other types of collectors that also can be used in active sys-
tems look qi.iite different from flat-plate collectors. Some use
evacuated tubes or reflectors to increase the amount of heat they
generate. Evacuat4d tube collectors are installed in an array of con-
nected tubes that has no cover plate but may have a reflective sur-
face under it. Concentratingcollegtors are usually trough-shaped or
concave disk's. These other colleCtor types are shown in Figure 4.

Bthldings that use active solar energy systems to provide space
heat of cooling do not differ in appearance from buildings that use
active systems to heat domestic water; the only difference between
them is the size of the collector array. Domestic (rater heating sys-
tems generally use fewer collectors than do-space heating systems.
in a moderate climate, the hot water-needs of a family of four can be
satisfied by two or three collector panels. To meet the space heat-
ing And cooling needs of the same building would require a much
larger array, perhaps one that covers the entire south roof or south
wall.

Figure 4 Other Typesof SolarCollectors

Evacuated Tube Collector

Concentrating Collector

Concentrating Collector

4°)(42,,-i-.---7&_"r" 11(.!--_/-Er

X AIWA 41orrA
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The Copt km of Active Collectors

Collectors can be placed on the roof or wall of a building or on the
ground next to a building. See Figure 5. Each of,these locations af-
fects the appearance of the solar equipment as well as the design
of the building.

Most active collectors are located on the roof of the building they
serve, in order to obtain maximum access to sunlight. A roof, fur-
thermore. provides a solid, flat surface for anchoring the collector,
and permits piping or ductwork to be run inside the structure. \..)

!educing heat loss.'

.
What SolarEnergy Systems Look like

The appearance of roof-mounted collectors depends on several fac-
tors; most important is the size of the installation. lf,only a few /
panels are used for water heating, the building may look fairly..cont
ventional. If, however. the solar panels are numerous, they will dom-
inate the roof of the building. For largei installations, such as those
used for space heating in cold climates, collectors may cover the
entire roof. making a appear to be surfaced with dark-colored glass.

*Proper %Violation techniques are described in the Nalional Solar Heating and Cool
mg information Centers Installation Guidelines for Solar DHW Systems. 1979.. ,

I ,
Figure' 5 COliector LOCallonS

I

.
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yvhat Solai*nergy Systems Look Like

Figure 6 Roof Mounting on Accessory Buildings

....,...ew,.,,,....1.

..

Depending upon the visibility of the roof surface, this may make the
. solar building look quite different from neighboring buildings.

Another factor that affects how roof-mounted active collectors look
is the shape and orientatior of the roof itself. Flat roofs present the
fewest prpblems, since the collectors can be positioned almost
anywhere on the roof and tilted up on a mounting to capture the
sun's rays. It may be more difficult to mount collectors on pitched
or sloping roofs. Where a roof peaks run east/west, a large area of
the roof may be available for collectors, if the south-facing roof area

1425

is free from shadows. But complications can arise where available
roof areas are not facing south.

When a roof is improperly oriented (generally not within 30 degrees
of south), the collector can still be mounted so that it faces south.
Mounting the collector in this manner, however, makes it so visually
prominent that other collector locations often are chosen. Collectors
can be located on a wall of the building, or even installed on the
roof of an accessory building that is oriented in the correct direc-
tion. Figure 6 shows an example of this kind of roof-mounted sys-

26



Figure 7 A Wall-Mounted Collector Array

. What Solar Energy Systems Look Like

tern where a building's roof is not pointing south, but the roof of the
garage is. .

When there is other mechanical equipment on the roof. or the roof
faces the wrong direction, or it is shaded, active collectors can be
located on a south wall of a building. A south-wall installation gener-
ally works best in northern climatesat high latitudes where the
winter sun is low in the sky and strikes vertical walls very directly.
Figure 7 shows this type of installation on a single-family house.
The collectors are installed on a south-facing wall free from
shading. In this example. the collectors cannot be roof-mounted
because of the dormers, and wall mounting provides a good alter-
native location,

21

Collectors can also be mounted on the ground next to a building.
Like collectors mounted on a flat roof, ground-mounted collectors
should be tilted on a frame to best capture the sun's rays and must
be faced south. T ey can also be mounted on natural earth mounds
(berms) which h ve been sloped at the proper angle and face south

-to4arcyide go orientation for the collectors. Figure 8 shows an ex-
ample of a ground-mounted collector installation.

The major disadvantage of ground-mounted collectors is that they
must be located close to the building that they serve to avoid heat
loss during transport. In addition, they are susceptible to shading
and may present safety problems. Review board members should
realize that these limitations make some ground locations inadvis-
able for collector installations.

28 15



What Solar Energy Systems Look Like

Ground-Mounted Corlectoro

I

Flush and Raised Installations

Active collectors can be purchased alreacky made, or they can be
custom-designed for a particular building and fabricated at the
construction site. The type of collector chosen can affect how the
collectors will be installed on a building's roof and how the installa-
tion will look.

Ready-made collectors, installed on top of a completed and shin-
gled root'are usually elevated a few inches above the roof surface
on treated lumber or angle iron mounts; this elevation allows rain
and snow to drain beneath the installation. On a new roof, however,
collectors often are installed over the roofing paper and flashed in
as part of the roof ttace. Flashing and paulking.must be done

18 29

carefully to prevent leaks. A third approach is to build the collectors
into 01 . roof, so that the surface.is' flush with the surrounding roof-
ing materials. This approach is most often taken with custom-
designed, sitefabricated collectors.

Elevating the collectorsabove the roof surface gives them greatest
prominence but can be an effective design technique to emphasize
the contrast between the collectors and thp roof: The surface-
mounting proach maintains the contrast between materials and
surfs els, but without making the collectors quite as prominent.
Flush m nting minimizes the prominence but also reducekthe
clear delineation between the Cottontails and the roof, limiting the
potential use of the solar system as a design element. (See Figure
9.) i



Plumbing and Ductwork,

An active system transfers heat in a building by using a fluida li-
quid or air that circulates between the collector and the other com-
ponents of the system., This circulation recjOires plumbing or duct-
work.te carry the heated water, air, or other fluid from the collector
to the living area and storage. If the systerh uses a liquid, pipes are
used. If it uses air, ductwork is used.

Usually the piping or ductwork is not visible. Pipes or duets...joshed
inletanci outlet manifolds) connect each colleftor inn array sand

What SolarEnergySystemsLook Like

pass through the roof at some point. Locating these manifolds
beneath the roof surface is impractical for many surface- or rack-
mounted collectors because it would require two breaks In the roof
surface for each collector instead-of two for the entire collector ar-
ray. (See Figure 10.) Multiple roof penetrationSubstantially in-
crease the likelihood of leaks and the expense of installing the
system.

Most of the time, the plumbing can be easily covered by a wood or
plastic casing to conceal the pipes or ducts; the covering also

32 1?
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serves as insulation. The-exposed piping or casing is often painted
to match or blend with the edge of the collectors or with the build-
ing's materials of trim. In addition. plumbing at the top of a roof-
mounted collector is Often partially concealed if the collector is
raised. The collector itself conceals the manifold from ground level.
Some collectors are alto) designed with internal manifolds which
minimize field piping or ducting connections.

hilly* Systems

.

The Collector

Unlike the add-on, mechanical collectors in active systems, collec-
tors in passive solar energy systems are an integral part of the

-. What Solar Energy Systems Look like

buildinb that they heat. They may have a greater effect on how a
. building looks than those in active systems, because they are an

integral part of the banding rather than a mechanical component at-
tached to the building; Passive collectors often are large south -fac-
ing windows, skylights, clerestory windows, or greenhouses.

Passive heating systems commonly are categorized as direct gain,
indirect gain, or isolated gain (greenhouse) systems. Direct gain
systems use south-facing glass to admit sunlight into the !iv*
space, where sunlight is converted into heat as it strikes the interior
surfaces. The heat is storedin the room's walls and, floor. At night,
the south glass is covered by an insulating panel or curtain that
reduces heat losses. Figure 11, an illustration of a passive house
using a direct gain systr, shows a good example of this type of
building.

Figarett A Direct Gain Passive House

4,
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What Solar Energy Systems Look Like

In the second common type of passive solar systems, indirect gain
systems, sunlight enters south-facing glazing and strikes a storage

. mass (either masonry or water) behind the window. The masonry
wall is located behind the glazing and is vented to allow warm air to
enter the living area of the building. In summer, the warmed air is
vented to the outside through the glazing vents. Figure 12. below,
shows what this type of building can look like.

.
The third type of passive system is known as an isolated gain sys-
tem. The glazing and storage mass are outside of the building. and
the heat is vented,into the building when needed. At night, the glaz-
ing is covered by insulated panels to reduce heat loss to the cooler
night air. A,solar greenhoude, which looks like a conventional
greenhouse attached to a building, is an example of this type of
passive syste,m. A schematic of asolar greenhouse is shown in
Figure 13.

Figure12 AnIndirectGainPassivellouse
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Figure13 A Solar Greenhouse

What Solar EnergySystems Look Like

(-)
A greenhouse is an especially useful means of retrofitting an ex-
isting building with a passive solar system. Greenhouses are aes-
thetically acceptable to most people and, when properly located and
built of compatible materials. they can add significantly to the ap-
pearance of most buildings.

Passively heated houses and buildings do not necessanly have to
look different from conventional buildings. Designers of some pas-
sive buildings combine contemporary styles with extensive areas of
glazing on south walls to highlight the special function of the struc-
ture as a heating system. But other styles of buildings can also he
considered, using conventional building material) and roof shapes.

Generally, passively heated buildings have more glazing on south-
facing walls than on other walls. The size of this glazing depends on

technical factors such as the amount of heat that the system is
designed to provide, the climate, the amount and type of thermal
ma s used for heat storage. as tu the methods used to insulate the
gla)ing at night. In some installations, the south glazing may be

to prominent, especially if the glazed area is larger than the win-
dows of neighboring, conventionally heated buildings. But in some
extremely well insulated buildings designed with proper glazing
insulation and thermal mass, there may be little difference between
passive buildings and conventional ones in the size of south-facing
windows, especially in milder climates.

Architects consider several factors, besides technical ones, in the
design of the glazing for passive solar projects. Larger panes of
glazing or collector panels mean fewer joints, less framing, and

40 21
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What Solar Energy Sxstems Look Like

reduced costs. Less framing, in turn. means that there is less shad-
ing. On the other hand, larger panes or panels must be thicker to
withstand high winds and are more expensive to replace if broken.
A large expanse of glazing. using a few individual panes or panels,
will permit the use of a large storage mass. However, the final
configuration of e glazing and the placement of storage will de-
pend on the in ior design of the building and on its thermal
characteristicsi

Collectors in a passiie system andordinary windows also differ in
the type of materials used for glazing. Glass is probably the most
common material used in passive systems. and often the glazing
consists of two or three layers of glass to minimize the loss of heat
from the building. This glazing can be used In several waysas
large picture windows, sliding doorways or patio doors, dormers
and skylights. and other types of installations that are commonly
found in non-solar buildings. These installftions probably will not
look different from the types used in conventionally designed build-
ings. Some passive system collectors use plastic materials instead
of (or with) glass. Transparent or translucent plastics increasingly
are being used as glazing, and often they are corrugated to increase
their strength. Some of the plastics are less expensive, lighter, and

stronger than glass, but the use of such materials causes additional
aesthetic problems for design review boards.

The orientation of solar buildings greatly affects their appearance to
passersby. When passive collectors face the street, solar buildings
may look very different from conventional buildings. When extensive
glazed areas face backyards. however, passive systems are not
noticeable to pedestrians and motorists, but the system may still be
visible to neighbors. In active systems, the collectors can be
mounted separately or shifted to face the sun independently of the
building's orientation ._

Passive System Storage

Because passive storage masses must receive direct sunlight, pas-
sive solar energy systems often have storage units that can be seen
through the collector glazing. In an active system the heat is moved
by pumps or fans to the storage component. which can be hidden in
a basement or closet.

Several types of storage units are used in passive systems; stacks
of water-filled drums. masonry walls, or columns filled with water
are usually located immediately-behind the passive glazing. (See
Figure 14.)

7
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Masonry (Trombe) Wall

Figure 14 Thermal Storage Units



Masonry fibors or room walls can also be used to store heat, but
these do not affect the appearance of a solar building in the same
way that the other types of storage do.

Visible storage masses influence the appearance of indirect gain
buildings. The drums, columns, or walls that are immediately behind
the glass are unusual architectural features and may be clearly visi-
ble through windows. In contrast, a masonry floor or an interior wall
for storage has a more conventional appearance. Furniture, plants,
or other decorations. rather than drums or columns, are visible
through the glass.

Panels, Shutters, and Curtains

The glazing of a passive solar building must be insulated when sun-
light is not coming in; otherwise, heat will flow from the warm In-
terior to the outside through the glass or plastic glazing. Insulated
panels, shutters, or curtains are used to keep this heat inside the
building at night or on cloudy days. These devices can be located
Inside or outside of the glazing. Shutters and panels are usually
made 017vood with a core of plastic foam. a good insulating mater-
ial. They may open from the sides. top. or bottom of the glazing. Of
course. exterior shutters are more noticeable than those mounted
on the inside of the collector.

Shading Devices

Devices that keep out unwanted sunlight in the summer are impor-
tant features of passive solar buildings. Since these buildings have
large south-facing windows to catch the sun in winter, the windows
must be shaded in summer, when the sun is much higher in the
southern sky. Awnings, trellises, or carefully sited vegetation can
provide needed shade during the summer and also admit winter
sunlight to the passive glazing.

An overhang is the preferred solution. The distance that an over-
hang extends can be calculated to provide Summer shade and to let
in winter light. Although latitude determines how deep an overhang
must be, in most locations the overhang does not have to be very
wide. In fact, Fri many instances, the overhang will not differ from
the eaves commonly used on conventional buildings. Review boards
should know, however, that overhangs are very important to the effi-
cient operation of passive systems.

s
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Passive Domestic Hot Water Systems

Passive systems can be used to heat water for domestic use as well
as to heat and cool space. There are two types of passive hot water
systemsbreadbox and thermosyphon. The breadbox system con-
sists of drums and water inside an insulated box that is opened dur-
ing the day to expose the drums to sunlight. The diagram in Figure
15, shows the system opened. The thermosyphon looks more like
an active system. Flat-plate collectors heats liquid that rises by
natural movement to a storage tank. The tank must be located above
the collectors And often is inside the building. Figure 15, illustrates
both types of systems.

Passive Cooling Systems

In some climates, passive technologies can be used to cool build-
ings as well as to heat them. Two approaches are commonone
uses evaporation to cool the living area, and the other uses sunlight'
to create cooling air currents.

Evaporative cooling systems, used in hot, arid climates vary in
appearance. The simplest of these systems is merely a sprinkler
system on the roof of a conventionaf building. During a hot day for
night), the water evaporates off the roof shingles and cools the
building. A more sophisticated system uses a specially designed
pond of water located on the roof to cool the building. Often a
series of louvers shades the roof pond; this shading minimizes heat
gain to the pond, while it admits breezes that evaporate the water.
This system type is most often Installed on flat-roofed buildings,
and the louver apparatus may be visible from outside the building.
Figure 16 illustrates a roof-pond system. A variation of .this approach
is to place the roof-pond in a plastic container (like a waterbed);
radiation releases the heat to the night sky and cools the building.

The second type of passive cooling system is called an induced-
draft system. It uses a special chimney that is heated by sunlight to
create an updraft that puffs a breeze through the rest of the build-
ing. Sometimes called a solar chimney, this system is shown in
Figure 17.

Other Aspects of Solar Design
Up to this point, we have discusscid how the components of solar
energy systems may differ in appearance from conventional building
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Figure 15 Passive Solar Water Heaters
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What Solar Energy Systems Look Like

Figure 16 Passive Evaporation Cooling System Figure 17 Solar Chimney

elements. The actual hardwarethe collectors. transport mechan-
isms, and storage unitsis only one part of solar design. For the
solar system to work weft, the building and the yard around it mukt____-'
be designed to enhance the use of the solar system. These design-
considerations include some obvious, but important, goals: to orient
the building in.a manner that takes full advantage of winter sun and
protects it from summer sun; to minimize heat loss from the build-
ing in winter; and to protect the building trom winter winds and to
use summer breezes tc cool the building.

While some strategies for reaching these goal, will not influence
how's building looks, others will directly influence the form of the
building.-how it is placed on a lot, and the type of landscaping that
is used. This section discusses these externally visible features.

Building Orientation

/For both warm and cold.climmes, the best heat gain and loss condi-
tions occur when a building is oriented with its long axis in an
east/west direction. This is true for conventional as well as solar
buildings, but it is particularly important to solar-heated or cooled .

structures.

4i

With the building's long axis running east/west, the largest ex-
panses of walls and roofs are oriented south. This orientation cap-
tures the maximum natural heating from winter sun and provides the
necessary surfaces for glazing or for locating active collectors.
Equally important, this orientation reduces overheating in the sum-
mer. The east and west walls of the building receive the most in-

. It
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tense sunlight in the summer; an east/west orientation minimi s
the amount of wall surface that will be heated during summer morn-
ings and afternoons. Figure 18 illustrates thilpoint.

In some situations. orienting the largest surfices to the south con-
flicts with the standard practice of a neighborhood and, therefore.
may be of concern to design review boa s. On north/south streets
the longest facade of the building will not parallel to the street, it
will be perpendicular. On streets or lots that are neither north/south
nor east/west. it may be necessary to site the buildings at an angle.
Figure 19 shows how solar homes could be sited on a street running
northwest and southeast.

It should be remembered that this Iputhern orientation is extremely
important for buildings using solar energy. The next chapter dis-
cusses solar buildings whose major facades do not face the street
and shows that such breaks with traditional practices need not be
obtrusive.

Building Form

As the previous section suggests, the use of solar energy in-
fluences considerations about building form. The solar architect
wants to maximize southern surfaces and minimize those facing
east and west. In addition. the architect considers some other
aspects of budding form including the amount of exterior wall area
in relation to interior floor area. the placement of windows, and the
color and pitch of the roof.

Minimizing exterior surfaces. In cold climates. the architect will try
to minimize heat loss by reducing the area of exterior wall and roof
surfaces. This design technique influences the type of building that
is built. Often it t better to use a compact design. such as a two-
story house. rather than to have the same amount of floor space
spread out on a single story. Row houses or low-rise multifamily\)aiuses are even better because they can have, exposed southern
w Is yet share east and west walls with adjoining housc

Figure 18 SolarOrientation
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East/West
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AN, Buildings will present their
longest facade to the street. on
east/west streets. This is corn.
mon in suburban areas.

Figuret9 Building and Street Orientation

North/South

11111111

Buildings"may be deeper on
north/south streets. This is
common in urbarCarihs.

Diagonal

Buildings may be shifted on
their axes, on diagonal streets.
This may not be cornrnon in
most communities, except in
PUDs.

Few windows on the north, salt, and west. The need to minimize
exterior surfaces is directly related to the need to limit the number
and area of windos that do not face south. In winter, the building
will lose heat more quickly through the glass than through the walls.
In summer, the east and west windows will be particularly trouble-
some because of the hot sun; since the sun is lower in the eastern
and Western sky than in the southern sky, overhangs cannot shade
east or west windows aeffectively as they shade south windows.

The configuration of windows demands upon the building, the par-
ticular climate of the site: and the individual preferences of the

Jj .

owner. North windows may be important for natural light, and they
can be used: but double or triple glazing is necessary to insulate
them. East and west windows may be important for summer ventila-
tion. particularly in warmer climates. but adeqpate soading is need.
ed to protect them from direct sunlight. East and, wed windows may
also be desirable for the sake of the view.

The number and arrangement of windows affect a building's appear-
ance. Architectural review boards should consider the heat-conniv-
ing advantages of some unconventional arrangements.

27
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:The color and pitch of roots. Roof color and pitch are important for
buildings that nee solar energy. The color of the roof can enhance a
building's energy effi9iency. In climates where the need for heating
Is greater thin the need for co ing, dark-colored rooftops may, if
steep enough,. absorb solar ens y (like the collectors) and may add
some of this heat to the buildi In climates where cooling is im-
portant, light-colored rooftops re ect sunlight away from buildings
and reduce the need to cool them. Design review boards that en-
force requirements foi certain roof colors should consider the
implications of roof color for energy conservation and for the needs
of buildings that use solar energy systems.

Roof pitch is also important for roofmounted collectors because
pitch determines how much the collectors will be tilted uo towards
the sun. Surfaces that are perpendicular to the sun's rays will gain
solar radiation more effectively than horizontal or vertical surfaces.
Solar buildings ihrt are expressly designed to use roof-mounted
collectors ,may be built with more steeply pitched roofs Than might
normally be found on conventionally heated housing. For example, a

V

building located at 40 degrees north latitude (New York City's appro-
ximate latitude) should have a southern roof pitched at a 50 to 55 de-
gree angle. This tilt will best expose the solar collectors to'su Alight
so that they can absorb the most solar radiation for winter heating.
Collectors designed for domestic hot water or cooling should have
iesser slopes.

Reflective Surfaces

Some solar buildings use part of the roof or some other surface as a
reflector to direct more solar energy to the collectors. Figure 20,
below. shows how reflectors can be used. The building on the left
uses a flat roof surface to reflect sunlight upward to a roof-mounted
active collector; the building on the right uses a light-colored patio
to reflect sunlight through passive glazing. In both cases, the sur-
face can be painted a light color or covered with a shiny material
(such as aluminum) to increase the amount of sunlight that the col-
lector receives. The use of reflectors can greatly assist the solar
energy system.

Figure 20 Building Features Used as Reflectors
I r
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Figure 21 Tall Treason South Exposures

I

Landscaping Considerations

Site design for solar buildings requires special attention to land-
scaping. The location of plants and trees can be planned to enhance
energy conservation and still permit unobstructed access to direct
sunlight. Landscaping is often used to buffer wind and thus to con-
serve energy in the building, but trees and other vegetation must be
located so they do not shade solar collectors.

Balancing energy-conservation and sole' access needs can mean
that the landscaping around a solar ()Ming will differ from that of a
convent: nal building. Often, vegetation that is close to the building
will be oncentrated near the east, westLand north walls, leaving
the so th wall and roof open to the sun. This practice means that
the st and west walls, which receive the most solar radiation in
the summer, are properly shaded.

Placing vegetation, especially evergreen species, near the north
and west walls buffers the building from cold winter winds. To avoid
shading collectors, tali vegetation usually is not located in the area
of a lot from the southwest to the southeast of the house. Decidu-
ous trees, which allow light in winter and shade in summer, can be
located quite close to the south wall without impairing solar access
too much. (See Figure 21.)

in warmer climates, vegetation can be used to channel cooling
breezes. Often, buildings that use solar energy are designed to take
advantage of natural ventilation. Figure 22 shows how hedges can
serve both to divert breezes through buildings and to decorate the
site.

56 29
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,
Figure 22 Landscaping Used to Channel Winds

Berming

Like vegetation, bermsbuilt up masses of earthcan be used to
insulate or buffer a solar building from the elements The berms are
piled up against the wails of the building ant45410 usually sodded.
Conventional houses sometimes have this e of treatment as a
rest *at construction or landscaping practice. For a solar budding,

4.,
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the most likely locations for berins are the north, Ems* and west
walls. (See Figure 23.)

Figure 24 shows a berm that is used as a base for a ground
mounted collector.- The berm is constructed so that it provides the
collector with ptoper orientationthat is facing south and tilted up
at a certain angle. The berm may be landscaped on the north, east,
and west sides to blend into the rest of th of landscaping.
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Ik

Figure 23 Using.Berms for In

Figure 24 Using a Berm as a Collector Mounting
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The Appearance of Solar Buildings

The technical requirements of solar energy use imply th4 solar
buildings must look different from conventional buildings. While the
solar equipment, the shape and form of a building, and the prepara-
tion of a site all affect solar energy use and the appearance of a
building in its setting, solar features or installations do not impose
rigid aesthetic restrictions. There is considerable flexibility in
designing both the 'dim and the solar energy system. The next
chapter discusses w designers or architects can combine com-
mon solar cic.stm fe tures to achPrve a particular design objective.

.
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Design Strategies for Solar
Buildings

Concealing Solar Collectors or Soar Features
Root and Building Orientation
Parapets
Setting Collectors Back from Sight Lines
Landscaping and Fencing
Miming
Using Building Features to Conceal Passive DHW Systems

integrating Active Collectors into Buildings
Emphasizing the Collector Array as a Design Feature
Covering Building Surface with a Collector Array
Balancing Solar Installations and Building Features

integrating Passive Collectors into Buildings
Minimizing this Prominence of Extensive Passive Glazing
Integrating Unconventional Glazing Materials

Highlighting Solar Features
Roof Pitch. Size, and Materials
Accentuating Collector Mountings
Accentuating the Mechanical Character of Solar Installations

Integrating Solar Buildings into Neighborhood Settings
Compensating for the Lack of Windows
Using Design Element: isom Surrounding Buildings

64?
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This chapter shows how the design of solar energy systems can be
flexible and can be accomplished to meet a variety of objectives.
The premise of this chapter is that an architect or solar designer
has a great deal of latitude in designing solar energy systems and
the buildings that use theme Often, it to the design rather than the
technology of solar energy use that determines how a design board
Judges a building.

Solar buildings do not have to look alike merely because they use
solar equipment or solar design features. Different solar energy sys-
tems can be installed on a building of a specific style or design, and
buildings of quite different appearance or architectural style can use
the same types of solar equipment. Whether a solar building is
deemed aesthetically desirable depends as much on how the solar
energy, system is installed or Placed on the building as it does on
the appearance of. the individualsolancomponents or features of the
structure.

Designers generally have three broad alternatives for using solar
energy in residential building design. The solar features of rbuild-
ing can be concealed; integrated into the design of the structure; or
nighlighted as a prominent design feature. The first two strategies
overlap somewhat because some options for concealing solar
energy systems and solar building features can also be used to
integrate them.

In presenting these alternatives, it is not the intention of this
guidebook to determine what Is good design for solar buildings and
energy systems. The acceptability of any solar building depends on
its design and style, the design and placement of the solar energy
eyotern. and the appearance of the building in the context of its im-
mediate surrounc!ings. This manual only suggests alternative ways

-to achieve a particular design objective in using solar energy sys-
tems. The architect, owner, or buikleecan choose among these

R:43 I
alternatives and adapt them to his or her Own'tsisteS, the client's
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tastes. and the design goals of community. The end product should
be a building that is pleasing to look at, compatible with its neigh-
bors, and energy efficient.

So tar, many buildings that use solar energy have been located in
rural or suburban settings. with little consideration given to build-
ings around them. More and more solar development, though, will
occur in denser. suburban and urban settings, and as infill in urban
areas: Soon, there will be a need to consider solar buildings in the
context of other non-solar bOildingsa problem that has not really
arisen in the past.

The recommendations in this guidebook are, to some degree. the
result of hypotheses. Not many solar buildings are currently located
in dense areas where their, appearance may contrast with existing
buildings. Morever. the majority of pictures or photographs of solar
buildings show only the individual structures, removed from the
context of neighboring development. To provide some guidance,the
followirt9 material describes situations that are likely to occur, and
offers some general suggestions about how solar systems and
buildings can be treated to minimize potential problems in design
review.

Concealing Solar Collectors or Solar Features

Although most solar installations proNably will not raise design
issues, occasionally it may be necessary to conceal solar collectors
or the solar features of buildings from view as much as possible. In
some design review districts. the residents may have particularly
strong feelings that a visible collector would detract from the neigh-
borhood and in historic districts, visible collectors may be consid-
ered to present too radical an appearance. Although visible solar
collectors have been installed on historic buildings with the approval
of the National Register of Historic Places. complete concealment
may be appropriate on some individual buildings when it is felt
that an historic architectural style is not compatible with visible
collectors.

Design strategies to conceal solar installations have some limita-
tions. however. All of the techniques discussed below rely on the
concept of "sight lines"minimizing the visibility of the equipment
from the perspective of a pedestrian or motorist viewing a building
from a street or public area. Many of the concealment strategies will

34 69

not conceal the solar equipment from the view of adjacent neigh-
bors, whorwill have to live with the appearance of the installation.
nor from the view of people who live in buildings that overlook the
solar building. In considering these strategies, design review boards
must realize that concealment only means public concealment and
not total invisibility of a solar installation from all perspectives out-
side of a lot. These strategies are "public strategies," that can be
used to affect the appearance of a streetscape, as viewed from
ground level.

Roof and Building Orientation

Solar features or equipment can be designed or mounted in such a
way that they would not be visible from a street or public place.
Solar buildings on the south sides of east/west streets would have
solar collectors facing their own backyards and may not look like
"solar buildings" when viewed from the roadway. {See Figure 281
This means that only the buildings on the north sides of the streets
would have solar features facing the road. This orientation suggests
that solar design may not even be an issue for at least half of the~
buildings fronting on east/west streets. But the unusual appearance
of north walls having few or no windows may raise different design
problems; these issues are discussed in greater detail later in this
chapter.

For buildings on north/south streets, the collector array or roof-
mounted skylight can be concealed by designing afoot with an
east/west peak. Because passive. wall-mounted glazing will be dii\
ficult to use in most situations of relatively high housing densities,
roof orientation is important. This type of solar installation may be
less visible from the front of the house, where the design of the
building allows the use of a peaked roof facing south. or where an
existing building with such a roof is to be retrofitted for solar
energy. Figure 28 shows collectors mounted on the south roof sur-
face of the building in the center. 1his installation might be most
appropriate when neighboring buildings also have peaks running in
a similar direction.

Parapets

Co lieciors can be hidden from view by the use of parapets, provided
that parapets are appropriate for the building's slyle. A flat roof and
an architectural style which traditionally uses a parapet around a flat
roof surface. are important design considerations for using this ap-
proach. Mansard-type roof shapes can be modified in some cases to
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Design Strategies for Solar Buildings

Figure 26 Concealment by Roof Orientation

form a parapet around a flat center section of the root tor some
modem housing designs.

Figure 27 shows how a parapet can be used 10 conceal an array of
active collectors mounted on a flat roof. The ground-level view
shows that the collectors are rarely ?isiule. and the parapet comple-
ments the building's style.

Parapets may be most useful in historic districts that have many flat-
roofed buildings. The front of an historic townhouse, for example,
could be fitted with a small parapet to conceal an achy of collectors
mounted on the roof. The design of the parapet should be historical-
ly appropriate and should not raise the roofline of the townhouse
above that of its neighbors. It is likely that such an inatallation would
be almost invisible from street level. bt't paranets will not conceal
collectors from the view of people in adjacent tails: buildings.

36 66.

The use of parapets as screening devices must be approached care-
fully so that solar access is not affected and also so that the build-
ing does not look as if the parapet has been tacked on merely to
hide something on the roof. One further concern is that parapet
walls, unless carefully designed for adequate roof drainage, are
notorious for causing problems with roof leaks.

Setting Collectors Back from Sight Lines

Rooftop collectors may be concealed by locating them near the
back of the roof of tall buildings with flat roofs. This way, the collec-
tors are further out of the sight line of people on the ground. Figure
28 shows a sketch of an actual building with a retrofitted active col-
lector installation. By moving the installation back, the designer con-
cealed it from view at street level. In this case, the projecting cor-
nicework also helps to conceal the collector.
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The effectiveness of this technique depends on the size of the roof
and the height of the building. The taller the building, the easier it is
to hide rooftop collectors from view. Also, a building that is longer
from front to back makes it possible to locate collectors further

70

away from the sidewalk and street side of the building. If the build-
ing is open to view from tall buildings nearby, the collectors will be
visible despite their recessed location.

7/ 37
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Figure 28 Setting Sack Rooftop Collectors

Street View ." View From Above \
Landscaping and Fencing

Landscaping can be used to conceal a collector or integrate a solar
building into its surroundings. Ground-mounted active collectors can
be completely concealed by proper placement of low shrubs. This
strategy is especially effective when the collector is visible from the
street. but care must be taken not to decrease the amount of sun-
light failing on the collector.

When solar c4ttibtors are placed on the rooftops of low buildings
surrounded 14 high rises, landscaping can be used to create a more
pleasing appearance. This is a traditional method of improving the

38
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appearance of rooftops covered with a great deal of mechanical
equipment, and the technique is just as useful for integrating solar
collectors. (See Figure 29.) Again, solar access is an important
consideration in locating the vegetation.

1.2-Xiscaping can also be used to conceal or integrate the solar
features of detached and multifamily housing. A building can be par-
tially screened from public view by fbncing, hedges, or other land-
scaping materials if its design is radically different from.(or conflicts
with) the appearance of neighboring buildings. But the screening
should maintain the character and landscaping features of the rest
of the neighborhood.
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Fieurep Undue, Ang Used with Rooftop Collectors
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Figure 30 Solar Buildings Set OH with Landscaping
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Landscaping can be used when a solar building is sited farther back
on its lot to conceal solar features or equipment, but this technique
may be appropriate only when buildings are sited in this manner:
when the building will not be shaded by nearby buildings or trees;
and where local zoning regulations allow such siting flexibility.
Landscaping materials, such as shrubbery or fencing, can be used
to maintain continuity with the features of other homes in the neigh-
borhood. While the uneven setback isolates the building somewhat
from the appearance of its neighbors, the landscaping and the build-
ing design help to make the building more compatible with the
neighborhood.

Figure 30 shows an example of this strategy. The fencing across the
front of the lot with the solar building is the same as adjacent lots,
while the' low shrubbery lines up with the building setback lines of

40 76

neighboring structures. The wall and evergreen trees provide
privacy. Both the landscaping and building must be carefully sited to
avoid shading solar collectors. This approach also adds visual diver-
sity to the appearance of the street, relieving a sense of monotony
that can result from uniform setbacks.

Landscaping and fences can be used to partially conceal or inte-
grate the solar features of a building that must be shifted on its lot
in order to avoid collector shading or to provide optimal solar
orientation. Fencing, hedges, or accessory buildings (such as
garages) can provide continuity with neighboring development and
setback lines, and they can also help conceal solar features of the
building that are thought to be incompatible with local design objec-
tives or neighborhood character. Figure 31 illustrates this design
strategy_ 77
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f=igure 3t ASoforBuildingShiftedonitSLot
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As a last resort. landscaping can be used to completely conceal a
solar building ortolan its design is considered totally out of place in a
neighborhood. A very modern and industri&-looking solar building
with visible tracking collectors proposed in an historic district, for
example. would directly conflict with the style of its neighborhood.
Dense landscaping, or high, visually impermeable fencing might be
considered to screon the building from the street.

However. buildings should be totally concealed with great care and
only when absolutely nec.:,..sary. Designers and homeowners
typically want their buildings to be visible from the street. and ex-
tensive, dense landscaping may draw even more attention to the lot
than if the building or equipment were left visible. Whenever possi-
ble. a modification in the budding design is preferable to extensive
screening.

SermIng

Groundmounted solar collectors can be concealed or integrated
through the use of earth bermingbuilding up earth around the col-
lector. Berming. as opposed to using a separate collector mounting,
makes the appearance of the collector less obtrusive. Figure 24 il-
lustrates this technique.

70

Berms can also be used to obitruct a person's view of a ground-
mounted or wall-mounted collectors. A berm can be built between a
roadway or walkway and the front of the solar building to hide the
solar installation yet leave the rest of the building visible. This
technique is common, and in conventional development berms are
often used to vary the topography of a site or to modify drainage
patterns on a lot. Figure 32 shows how berms can block the view of
the solar features of the buildin,

The use of berming is, of course, limited by the character and
topography of the site and its neighborhood. If the surrounding area
is fairly densely developed, then berming may not be appropriate. A
berm may look inappropriate on a flat site or may not conceal effec-
tively. If lots are not large enough, berms can cause drainage prob-
lems on adjacentlots. They are most appropriate for large lot sites
with a diverse or rolling natural terrain.

Using Building Features to Conceal Passive DHW Systems

Some passive hot water systems (thermosyphon systems) requires
that the water tank be placed at a point above the solar collector.
This system presents an obvious problema highly visible piece ol
mechanic& equipment may have to beiplaced on the roof,
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Figure 32 Serming toConceal Solar Features

dormers. or false chimneys could be used to conceal thermosyphon
storage tanks. Figure 33 shows how a false cupola is used to hide
the storage tank. This may be necessary only when the collectors
must be located on or near the roof peak, so that there is not
enough room under the roof to place the elevated storage tank.
False structures or other screening must be designed to look like
an integral part of the design of the entire building.

integrating Active Collectors into Buildings
There are three basic ways to integrate active collectors into build-
ings. First. when the collector array will cover only a part of a wall or
roof. the collectors can be accented or emphasized as a distinct
building feature. Second, when the collector array is large enough
to cover an entire roof or wall, the array is treated as if it were the
roof or wall surfaceusing it as an unconventional roofing or facing
material. Finally. whether the collector array covers all or part of a
roof or wall, it can be used in relation to other building features. The

0 Li
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collector can highlight those featves (like the vertical or horizontal
lines of windows), or those features can draw attention away from
the collector installation.

Emphasizing the Collector Array as a Design Feature

As noted earlier, active collector arrays can be mounted flush with a
roof surface or raised above it. Where appropriate, raising the col-
lectors above the roof plane can accentuate the collector array and
draw a sharp distinction between the collector edges. material and
surface appearance. and the texture and level of the root,,Raising
collectors that cover only a part of .he roof surfaterind boxing in
piping or ductwork can improve a building's appearance by accen-
tuating the collector array as a distinct design element.

Setting off collectors from the roof is particularly useful when a col-
lector is retrofitted and installed on a separate mounting to tilt it
properly towards the sun. Although there is some flexibility in tilting
collectors towards the sun (because collector efficiency will not be
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impaired if the array is off-tilt by a few degrees). many retrofitted
installations use collector arrays mounted on racks to provide op-
timal solar orientation. When these racks are used And when the en-
tire installation would be visible from the street, only mountings with
paneled sides should be used. When the industrial or technical
style of the building is appropriate, the use of open-frame mount-
Mos., which have a more complex appearance, can be justified. On
taller buildings, where the entire assembly would not necessarily be
visible from street level. the industrial appearance of open-frame
mountings may not present a problem.

When the required collector array is large but does not occupy ail of
the southfacing roof area, special consideration must be given to
the collector array's location within the roof area and :ts relation to
the appearance of the building as a whole. As is often the case with
active solar energy systems used for domestic water heating on

Design Strategies for Solar Buildings

single-family detached houses, the 60 to 80 square feet of collector
area can take up a significant part of a building's south-facing roof
area.

One approach is to locate the collector array close to an edge of the
roof. The collector array can be arranged so that it extends along
the roof save or peak; or along one side of the roof. The rectangular
collectors can be installed in the array so that their longer sides run
horizontally or vertically to reinforce elements of the building's
design.

Generally, it is most efficient to mount the array along the roof
peak, so that the collectors are elevated as high as possible and
problems with shading are reduced. However, for taller buildings or
structures with dramatic roof treatment, mounting collectors near
the eave may be less obtrusive. Finally, the entire array can be

Figure 33 A False Structure Concealing SolarComporients
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grouped vertically or horizontallyfrom the peak to the eave or from
side to sideto reinforce elements of the building or roof design
and integrate it more effectively. Figure 34 shows examples of all
three installation treatments.

For retrofit installations of active solar water heating systems, this
strategy must be used carefully. When a retrofitted array is located
near a roCaleak, it is important that the collector, when elevated on
its mounting, does not break the roof line. In this situation, it is bet-
ter to mount the collectors slightly below the roof peak, so that the
top of the array appears to be even with the roof line when viewed
from ground' level.

Covering an Entire Bulging Surface with a Collector Array

The second strategy f8r integrating active collectors is to cover the
entire wall, roof. or section of a building with the collector array.
This approach may be most useful for large, space-conditioning
installations, where the area of the collector array is as large as the
building's south-facing wall or roof.

The purpose of this approach is to minimize the contrasts between -

the collectors and the surrounding building surfaces. For example,
if the collector array covers almost all ofjhe roof of a building, then
thentire roof surface will look like the collector glazing; there will
be fewer contrasts between the materials, colors, and textures of
the collectors and the roofing. Figure 35 shows a building whose en-
tire south roof is covered by a collector array.

If the collector array is not extensive, sections of the building can
be designed so that the collector array will cover almost all of the
mounting surface. The use o; domestic hot water systems on
single-family, detached housing is an example of this situation.
Although the array may cover a significant portion of a building's
roof area, only specially designed roofs are likely to be entirely
covered by an array. If a building is to have several sections or
wings, the collector array can be designed to completely cover the
south-facing roof of only one section. Figure 36 shows a building
with collectors installed on the roof of only one of several building
sections. This design minimizes the contrasts of material and color
that would otherwise result from locating the same collector array

Figure 34 Active Collectors Installed Along Roof Edges
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Figure 35 A Collector Array Covering an Entire Roof
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Figure36 Isolating Rooftop Collectors
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Figure 37 Isolating Curved CollectorArrays

on a singly and continuous roof. It should be noted that the ex-
posed wad and roof areas of the building are quite large, increasing
its heat loss. Thi? design is not particularly energy efficient in cold-
er climates and ig'most feasible only for ner development. This ap-
proach may not be possible for many retrofitted installations.

When solar collecroi* are retrofitted, the collector array can be
mounted on the smaller south-facing roof of an accessory budding
rather than on the roof of the principal structure. See Figure 6 and
Figure 37.

Balancing Solar installations and Building Features

The third strategy for integrating active collectors is to relate the
solar installation to other features of the building and to relate the
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building's design to the collictor array. This integration can be
achieved by placing collector arrays, in locations where they rein-
force the building's features; designing building features to draw
attention away from or compensate for the solar installation; and
installing the collector array in such a way so that it balances build-
ing features. These approaches can be considered whether the col-
lector array covers alt br part of a roof or wall.

The design of a building can be reinforced by the proper location of
a collector array. The array can b'e placed so that it lines up with
windows or doors of the building, enhancing the appearance of the
facade and its features. For example, a collector array may be
placed On a roof so that it balances the arrangement of windows and



doors on the building's facade by lining up with the vertical arrange-
ment of these features. This is shown in Figure 38:

The reinforcement approach is recommended in the Piscopo solar
design manual, discussed in the next chapter. Piscopo's design
guidelines are reproduced in Appendix H. They suggest that the col-
lectors and their boxed-in piping be painted the same color as the

Design Strategies for Solar Buildings

building (or painted the color of the building's trim) and be located
on a roof immediately above a line of windows or a door. Figure 38
14 adapted from the manual, showing how this installation looks on a
Colonial-style hitiuse.

Compensation is slightly different. Rather than locating the collec-
tors unobtrusively, the building features are designed and accen-
tuated to draw attention away from the collectors. The building's

Figure38 Reinforcing Budding Design on a Solar Retrofit
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trim or detailing can be used to focus attention on them and to
relate the building to neighboring structures so that the solar
installation is not very apparent.

The compensation technique is'used in the rbwhouse example of
Figure 39, where both the wall-mounted collectors and the windows
are glazed is part of the facade/. In this example, the collectors are
tilted towards the sun and the windows are properly shaded by an
overhang, while the vertical plane of the exterior wall is maintained.
The glazing trim picks up the lines and window. spacing of neighbor-.
ing buildings and draws attention to the building facade rather than
to the collectors lying at the base of the inset windows.

..

Collectors can be installed to balance other building.features. This
means locating the collector array on a building so-that its mass,
color. texture, and bulk harmonize with other building features. The
appropiate place for the array is determined only after assessing the
appearance of the solar installation and assessing,.also, the appear-
ance of prominent building features% The array is then placed so
that it maintains the symmetry of the building facade.

Balance and symmetry are important issues when determining the
location of collectors. Rooftop features, for example, should be
scrutinized for their potential to baianceor compensate the collector

Figure 39 Compensating forSofar Collectors with Building Trim and Details

9
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array. This attention to arrangement is siMilar to the idea of corn-
-pow Iff-paintingorphategFapth----------- ____......

In" some cases, it may be appropriate to locate the collector array far.
away from some other major feature of the roof, like a dordler or
chimney, in order to balance the appearance of thesooftop. In other
cases, where there is a chimney or dormer at each side of the roof,
centering the array can preserve the building's symmetry. Even
large roof features, such as clerestories, can be used to shield a

Design Strategies for Solar Buildings
. . ..

collector array from vi4tw. The solar access requirements of the col-
strorrirrust-bt-currsierelTaVille-Mticafiirtffire-array-neailarge u fa=

ing features that.can cast shadows across them.

Figure 40 shows a collector, array on an historic building in Indiana.
TI\e array is located on a section of the roof facing the building's
back yard and would ndt be visible from the street. In thin example,
the collector array is balanced by the raised gable; although it is not
centered on the roof, it still presences the symmetry of the facade.

Figure 40 Balancing Active Collector Arrays with Roof Features
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Integrating PasOve Collectors into Buildings

Passive solar collectors should be designed'as an integral part of a
building. Innew construction, there is ample opportunity for an
architect to design passive glazing, windows, skylights, and other
features scithat the passive solita.energy system seems a part of
the building. Some designers may choose to emphasize the collec-
tor as an important element of a building's design, Others may
design passive glazing to look more like a conventional building
feature. Design review boards concerned with the visual impact of
paSsive collectors should be aware that flexibility is possible in the
design and integration of passive colleptors into new or existing
buildings. .

Minimizing the Prominence of Extensive Passive Glazing

Generally, a collector surface on the same plane as a building wall
relates the ()lazing to the building better than a collector in a dif- -
ferent plane. Tilting a collector (or greenhouse) away from the wail
plarre increases its visibility and dan make the glazing dominate the

(
qq-

design of the building. Other potential design strategies focus od
minimizing the prominence of extensive passive zing.

Several strategies for(dividing a large expanse of glazing into
smaller units can be considered. One approach is to design a build-
ing so that it uses several smaller windows rather thart one large ex-
panse of glass as'a solar collector. Figure 41 shows two identical
passive buildingsusing passive glazing; the building on the right
uses several windows rather than the large expanse of glazing used
by the building on the left. It is often less expensive 10 build a pas-
sivd system with one large storage system rather than with many
smaller ones located behind the smaller glazed collectors. When
weighing the value of this approach for a specific project, the
designer should consider cost and determine how well the bulid-

- ing's floor plan accommodates the need to couple living space and
thermal storage.

A variant of this approach is to retain the large glazed collector sur-
face, NA to break up the appearance of thibioxpanse of glazing by
the use of trim details. A large pane of glass can be divided into
smaller areas by the use of mullions (the trim that frames a win-

A
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I

Figure 41 Passive Glazing Arrangements
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dow), so that the collector glazing reinforces the patterns of adja-
cent windo*s or building details.:In an extreme case where exten-
sive,tglazing might be totally inappropriate, window mdntins (bars or
trim supporting many smaller panes of glass) canbe used, but the

',"-`tract -Instaltation-looklikeit.peorir------- --
disguised picture window.totally ourof proportion with the rest of
thd building. Extensive window trim can also block sunlight to the
collector, increawosts, and create maintenance problems. The

_window trim can use colors or materials strnildr to those used
elsewhere on the bilKiN, or carirepeatt details from adjacent build-
ings to establish a visual continuity,

.. ;
Integrating Unconventional Glazing Materials

As discussed-earlier, passive:syetems can use materials other than
ordinary glass. Plastics or fiberglass withthe proper physical
characteristics can be used as glazing; they mbe translucent or
transparent, and corrugated or flat.

Becttuse of the unconventional appearance of theft types of glaz-
ings, it may be more difficult to integrate them into passive build-
ings. One approach is to pick up the characteristics of the glaking in
,the building's-trim, or use the glazing's appearance to reinforce We-

- -meats:alba/ ulidiogluteSigrialgige42 shoommamples The
ofbuilding on the,141t uses the unique appearance transiEFpreo

rugated glazing as edesigri element; its texture is an important
Nature of the deSign. The building on the right uses vertical trim to
drain( attention away from the comigationt in the glazing material.
The glazing reinforces the vertical lines of the building siding, and
so is better integrated into it.

,.

Highlighting Solar Features
The basic desigris of new solar Buildings, particularly buildings of
contemporary design, have been derlvM frorp their use of solar
energy. Large roof areas of olar,collectors, greenhoUses, and
_passive glazing have been' iadd the dominant features of many of

Figure 43 Pouf Pitch Highlighting Solar Collectors
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Figure44 Roof Extension Highlighting Building Design .
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. these bulklinds. It is up to a design review board to decide whether
.,Lor not this treatment of solar features Is desirable or appropriate in

specific location. Although, dramatic design treatment for solar
features might not be desired in an historic district, it could add a
positive.aspect of diverslty'to many other aloes of the community.

There are many way6 in which a designer may Choose tohighliglit a
solar collector as part of a building's design. As rule-of-thutn.b, ac-
centuated collectors and glazing that have..an identifiable relation-
ship to the rest of the building may be preferable tp review boards

. than collectors that are installed without considitration to the build-
ing's total design. A visually prominent solar 1,tergy system in-
stalled, on a residential building without regard to the total appear- t
ance of the structure may result in an incongruous . disjointed
designa home that looks more like a solar "machine" than a "
habitable dwelling. The accent ated solar featOres should look like
part of a house, rather than th houselooking like an appendage to
a solar collector array:. ..

404 . .

1- .

Roof Pitch, Size: and Materials
. .

Active roof-mounted collectors or passive collectors. such as
clerestories or-skylights, may be inadvertently accentuated tnerely
bedause collectors must be, tilted properly to receive as much sun-
light as possible. The solar features of the Minding may be especial-
ly prominent when the bfilidin.g is sited in an area next to other
buildings with less radical roof tilts. Figure 43 shows such a situa-
tion. Not on is thh roof'highlighted because of its tilt, but the col -
sectors bec e more exposed to view from the street. The collector
glazing (or assive.glazing) is seen as the dominant roofing material

. (if the collect& area is large) end contrasts with, the roofs of adja-
cent buildings. Roof pitch can be more strongly emphasized to
make the collecto; a prominent part of the building's design. Thohilt
andihape of the roof can be extended with a greehhoase, as in
Figure 44, to become a dominant element of the buildolitetbtal
design. ' 4 Uti
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Accentuating Collector Mountffigs .
A collector mounting, which tilti a collector to its proper orientation.
also pan be used as a,design element and as a highlight for solar
features. This Strategy involves accentuating the collector mount-,

. ings'and highlighting the contrast that results from changing the .

planes of the collector and mounting surfaces: The accentuated
rtiountingS cats be a drimatic addition tcia building's design.

.-

.
Figure 45 shows an active retrofit installation that uses paneled.
enclosed mountings as an'important feature of the building. The col-
lectors are installed in a series of arrays,_giving the roof a "saw-
tooth" appearance and emphasizing the collectors:Similar ap-
proaches could be considered for clerestory dormers of skylights in

_, ilelnive. installations:

s

e

c.

Figure 45 Sawtooth Roof highlighting Collectors
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ti
Figure46 Separate Collector Mountings HigniightingSolarFeatures

Figure 46 shows a variation of this idea. In this actual retrofit
installation, the individual collectots are not installed as one con-
tinuous array. Instead, each collector module has its own separate
mounting. This installation creates a unique and dramatic design
that highlights the solar system. Modificatio is approach, less
radical in appearance, are possible for a wideerange o owing:
styles, provided that the building is compatible with neighboring
homes and buildings.

Passive glazing also csAbe emphasized by setting it off from the
plane of the wall or ro he most common situation occurs when a
solar greenhouse is designed for a new building or installed on an
existing building. Figure 47 shows an example in which a green-
house dominates the building's design.

Accentuating the Mechanics of Solar Installations

Some solar applications require extensive.machanical'equipment.
Solar air conditioners, for example, may require the use of evac-
uated-tube or concentrating collectors on tracking mountings to
generate sufficient temperatures to operate the air conditioning
system. Such installations may require complex mountings, motors.
chain-drive systems, and shiny, metallic collectors with prominent

tors. Some designers may choose to expose such features in
order tOcre4te an industrial appearance. Figure 48 illustrates this
approach.

The acceptability of this approach depends mostly on where the
building will be located. In 'maiiy neighborhoods with traditional
architecture, the design review boards may feel that this approach
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Figure48 Emphasizing Solar Equipment as "High Tech" Design

is inappropriate. However, in other locations, such as large lot
suburban settings or neighborhoods with many buildings of contem-
porary design, the treatment may be appropriate.

Integrating Solar Buildings into Neighborhood
Settings

These techniques are aimed at helping to blend solar collectors into
the buildings In or on which they are installed. Designers and re-

view boards may also be concerned with integrating solar buildings,
especially newly constructed ones, into surrounding development.

Building integration will be especially important in historic districts -
or when a solar uilding is going into an established neighborhood
that already has a tinct architectural style. With the increased in-
terest in revitalizing o metimes historic) neighborhoods,
architects and others have given a lot of thought to ways in which
new construction can be designedto respect and complement older
architectural styles. Many fine examples of such "infill" develop-
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ment,can be found in our cities. Design techniques are often very
subtle, evolving from site-specific situations. One particular
historical style, for eximple, would lend itself to an innovative con-
temporary treatment of rootlines while another would not.

Providing guidelines for integrating buildings into their surroundings '
is more difficult than doing so for collectors. The suggestions given
here will be elementary and obvious to many architects and review
board members. For individuals with lessexperience in desigh
review, though, these suggestions can point out the more basic
ways to reduce the impact of solar buildings on the neighborhoods
in which they are built.'

Compensating for the Lack of Windows

Many solar buildings, especially those that use - passive systems,
have few windows on the north, east, and west sides. -As we have

s

. . . ..
mentioned, north windows are sources of great heat loss in the
winter; and east and west windows cause overheating of the build-
ing in ummer.

Especially when one of these facades facts the street, the solar
building looksnoticeably different because it has fewer windows
than conventional buildings nearby. The use,of trim or other design
accents simile, to those on neighboring buildings can compensate
for the lack of windows and break up the :acade in the, same way .

that windows would. For example, if a solar ,,building's neighbors.
have wood or painted trim, the same type of decoration bould be ap-
plied to the front of the solar building to make up for the lack of win-
dows and to relate It to the other buildings. Figure 49 shows how
this may be done in an extreme example of a building with no north
windows.

Figure49 Trim Used to Cempensate for Lack of Wilidows
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Using Design E entsfrem,Surrounding Buildings .1

One of the niethods hat architects use tointegrate new buildings -

into devoioped areas s to repeat the lines and details of neighbor-
ing buildings in their signs. Soh* good examples are the numer-
ous infill row houses th t have beeh designee for and built in old
neighborhoods in cities uch as Baltimore and New York City.

Rather than reproduce thtidentical architectural styles and features'
of the older, buildings, ma \y designers use selected architectural
features to es)tablish a sense of tielon ing foi their new buildings.
Thebulk, color materials, and horiz'o t I lines of the eaves, roof,
windows and moldings are Used se ctively to maintai continuit9
of design with the older, neighboring structures. Simik.r technique*
can be used fo detached ho sing as wall as row housing.

Tp a great ext nt, these tec niques can be used to blend solar
building; into t eir existing neighborhoods. A solar designerican

4"
4

.

maintain the pattern, symmetry, and continuity of the keighborhood
by repeating certain design features.of nearby buildings. Where a
collector array will be visible in the front of the building, thi.:"ireat-
mint can compensate for the solar equipment. Figure 5o. shows a
solar building fritegrated into a row of existing structures. Note that
the solar building does not necessarily have to copy all of the de-
sign flourishes and trim of the older structures to give the appear-
ance of belonging. Matching up the lines of windows and eaves and
miiintak ,ng,the size and proportions of windows establishes con-
tinuity for the structure; even whegitits colors, materials, or window
details may differ radicallyirom the existing buildings.

The design strategies of concealing, integrating, or highlighting
solar collectors presented in thiachapter are by no *ens the full
ranftof desiealternatives. Local architectural review committees
and design review boards may develop other design strategies that
meet the needs and desires of their own communities. The design

Design Strategies foirBolar Buildings
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Fig ure &J Integrating New Solar Buildings into Roanouse Development
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t
strategies dlictissed in this guidebook aiela starting point for de-,
veloping other flexible design approaches to better accommodate
the special design concerns of a particulai neighborhood or com-
munity, ,

.. .

The burden of developing good solar design strategies shobyl not
fall solely on the architect or designer., Arbhitectural review commit-

, tees and design review boards should take the initiative in generat-
ing design guidelines for solar development, and should reevaluate
existing aesthetic controls and objectives'in order to encobrage
solar energy use. The next chapter goes a step further and ex .

amineahbw the design review process and desigo cricoria can be
charmed to better accommodate solar buitdfngs and.iristallations.
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Making Design Review Mbre
Respoirive to Solar Energy
Use ee

Rs- interpreting,Design Criteria
Adding Solar Design Criteria to Design Review
Changing the Opsign Review Process

Purpose and Intent
Expanding Review BoardMembership
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There are ways to resolve any conflicts between design review and
solar energy use. One way is to use the design options presented
in the previous chapter to change log appetarance of solar buildings
so that they meet local deiign revie0 objectives. Another approach
Is to change the/design review process itself to remove barriers to
solar buildings and promote solar energy use in a community.

Communities can consider several strategies to change the design
review process. One approach is to retain the design review pro-
cedures and requirements but to change their interpretation to allow
solar installations and solar buildings. Another approach is to add
special solar design criteria to design revies and delineate socific
aesthetic goals for solar buildings in addition to the design o6jec-
tives required for conventional buildings. Finally. communities Can
change the scope. membership. and procedures of design review
boards to favor solar buildings and to promote the use of solar
energy.- -

Reinferpreting Design Ciiteria
Design review boards and historic preservation commissions assess
buildings by using design guidelines or criteria defined in the
restrictive covenant provisions or local ordinances dealing with.
design review. These criteria usually are very general. with broad
statements such as New development shall be compatible with its
surroundings." or "Plans shall display good proportion or scale."

These criteria are intended to be general, so that both the communi
ty ano the architect have enough flexibility to tailor the design of a
building to harmonize with the appearance of a neighborhood or
site: The generalities soon evolve into very specific recommenda-
tions or design strategies as Odesgrfer proposesa specific building
for a particular location hnd the negotiation process begins.

1
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.
Broad andgeneral design'review guidelines can promote solar
esign as well as hinder it. If a community chooses, it can decide to

ret guidelines expressly to allow solar installations and solar
builds s without changing a word of its ordinance, covenant restric-
tions, or ulations. All that is required is a willingness to interpret
these gone I design.statements to include any or all of the solar
design strategies presented in the last chapter. Then, the major
design issue that will be discussed during desigb review negotia-
tions will not be whether a solar building is allowed, but rather what
is the best design strategy for a particular solar building proposed
for a particular location.

Conventional design criteria often cover such things as the extent of
glazing. the shape and color of roofs, the types of materials used in
a building, proportion and scale, and landscaping considerations. All
of these factors are just as appropriate for solar buildings as for
conventionally heated or cooled structures. If a design seems
inappropFinte for a particulalocation, then the design review and
an suggest any of the other design strategies presented in e last

chapter to minimize aesthetic conflicts. The solar equipme can be
concealed. integrated, or highlighted to fit into the char ter and
appearance of a neighborhood. This-approach require only a
change in the interpretation of- these criteria and a n ice informing
homeowners and architects that solar design is all wed under the
existing standards.

Adding Solar Design Criteria to Design Review

Another alternative to expanding the scope of design criteria is to
develop specific design criteria that apply only to solar buildings or
to buildings using solar equipment. $olar design criteria would be
used only for solar buildings and would be irrelevant to conventional
development. The major benefit of this approach is that specific
design objectives can be developed for solar biliklings without
radically changing the standard design review process..., -
SeI communities with design review boards have developed
apt eelsl solar criteria. Their design guidelines are relatively
broad scope but apply mostly to active solar installations. These
design criteria can be used by people installing collectors to assist
in the approval of their systems by the design review boards. Also,
board members can refer to the criteria as an aesthetic "yardstick"
when solar energy system proposals ace reviewed.

g,

q.

The City of Palo Alto. California, is considering proposed guidelines
for the installation of solar collectors on single-family residences.
The design criteria are brief and address two main areas of
designplacing the collectors on the building and minimizing the
appearance of the collectors, the piping or ductwork, and the frame
mountings.

Specific guidelines cover such concerns as locating collectors to
minimize the need to remove or trim trees and to avoid glare onto
neighboring properties. (Well-designed solar installations should not
create problems with glare.) Strategies for painting or coloring visi-
ble piping, or using colors to blend the collector frame into the roof-

p, also are presented in order to minimize the contrast between
the solar equipment and the rest of the structure.

The Palo Alto report presenting the design criteria goes further, and
discusses options for applying the guidelines. The report suggests
that homeowners who are planning to install solar collectors be
given free architectural assistance to help_ them meet the design ob-
jectives. This assistance would provide more detailed information
than the guidelines alone could offer. The accompanying report also
suggests that solar buildings be treated differently from conven-
tional buildings. Proposals for solar installations would be routed to
the planning department before architectural review, so that the
application can be rated according to the guidelines. Installations
having only minor effects on a building's design or appearance
would be granted a building permit immediately, while installations
with greater design problems would require full design review
before a buiding permit could be issued. The specific design
guidelines are presented in Appendix B, and the rating system used
to distinguish between major and minor installations is discussed
later in this chapter.

The Architectural Committee of Columbia. Maryland. was concerned
with the design implications of solar energy use and also developed
guidelines for installing solar collectors on residential buildings.
Their guidelines address the orientation of lots for new houses and
the use of ground-mounted collectors when buildings are improp-
erly oriented. Design criteria also address such issues as using
fences to screen collector installations, concealing collectors, and
placing collector arrays on rooftops.

Some of the design guidelines are quite specific. For example, the
proposed design criteria suggest that large arrays on flat roofs
should be set back from the eaves and concealed from ground-level
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view by a parapet, unless the collector array is i tended to be a design
feature of the building. Smaller collectors are to e=lated midway
along the roof ridge to simulate skylights. Unc.go entional glazings
(such as fiberglass) are prohibited, as is exposed piping. Collector
frames must be painted to match adjacent roof surfaces cthe house
trim. Appendix II shows some of the specific design criteria used by
this community. ,

A third set of guidelines was developed by Armond Piscopo of
Gaithersburg, Maryland. Mr. Piscopo was denied permission by his
homeowners' association to install solar collectors on his home. He
developed these design guidelines and directed them specificallyAo
private homeowners' associations, so that similar conflicts will not
arise elsewhere. The design criteria govei n the style of the collector
panels, the color of the panels, their arrangement and location on a
house, mountings. piping, and ductwork, and a liability clause.
These design criteria are presented in their entirety in Appendix II.

All of these design guidelines or criteria are an attempt to address a
difficult problem'presenting many of the solar design issues in a
form that is useful to citizens and design review boards. By necessi-
ty, such criteria must be flexible and broad, recognizing that each
installation has a unique set of characteristics and must be con-
sidered on an individual basis.

I
Changing the Design Review Process

Design review regulations that limit the use of solar energy can be
altered so that the regulations or the review process takes into ac-
count the validity of solar energy use and the design issues asso-
ciated with it. There are four areas where changes are important.
First, the purpose of design review and historic preservation regula-
tions can be augmented with an official policy about the review of
solar energy systems and buildings that can use them. Second, the
composition of design review and historic preservation boards can
be expanded to include members who are familiar with solar energy
use and its associated design issues. Third, preliminary review
meetings, which help to avoid problems in the review ana approval
of controversial or unusual proposals, can be encouraged or man-
dated for solar buildings. A board may wish to treat solar buildings
differently or even to exempt them from review in some cases.

I 4r.)4.,
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Making Design Review More Responsive toSolar Energy Use

Purpose and Intent

If a community is concerned about en raging the use of solar
energy, it can consider adding specifi solar energy objectives to
the purpose clauses of their regulatio s. A simple phrase such as
the following could be used:

This lordinance or declaration of restrictions] is to promote and
encourage the use of solar energy for residential, commercial,
and industrial purposes, consistent with improving and maintain-
ing the standards of good design and appearance as set forth in
[name of regulations or architectural review restrictions] of Pity
or Developmentj.

This addition to the conventional purpose and intent language would
clarify the community's intentions about solar energy.

Making'this change in the purpose clauses of historic preservation
regulations is especially appropriate. At present. it is very difficult to
introduce the use of solar energy into historic district settings.
However, many historic preservation regulations specifically refer to
upgrading, repairing, and maintaining buildings so that they can be
returned to service.

For example, one of the objectives of conserving the West
Freemason Historic District in Norfolk, Virginia is "to accommodate
functional needs of the present without disrupting the character of
the past" and "to encourage adaptive uses where continuation of
the original use is no longer economically feasible." The use of
solar energy and energy conservation in genera( is consistent with
the spirit of such objectives. In light of rising energy costs, solar
energy may be an important part of a program to save some historic
buildings.

Substantial attention has already been paid to energy conservation
in historic buildings. The office of Archeology and Historic preserva-
tion of the U.S. Department of Interior has prepared a Preservation
Brief discussing a number of energy-conservation options. The
Brief, "Conserving Energy in Historic Buildings," does not specif-
ically address solar energy use or solar retrofits,. but it does sug-
gest that there is an interest in upgrading buildings for more
efficient energy use:

Individual renovations using solar energy in some historic districts
are also being considered. The Oakland Hotel In Oakland, California,
a building with significant historic interest to the community, is pre-
sently being retrofitted with a solar water heating system that will
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Making Design Review More Responsive to Solar Energy Use

provide about 50 percent of the building's hot water needs. The
White fripuse in Washington, 11C., has already been retrofitted. An.
architect hai designed and bat a solar building in the historic
district of Alexandria, Virginia; the design was reviewed and appro-
ved by that community's historic preservation commission.

Like review boards that have amended public and private design
regulations and restrictions, historic preservation commissions may
wish to consider adopting a specific solar policy within the purpose
clause of their ordinances.

. .

Expanding Review Board Membership

When a community decides to encourage solar energy use or when
it finds itself facing.an increasing number of proposals for solar
heated or cooled buildings, it may benefit from appointing individ-
uals who know about solar energy design tolts review board. The
community could choose to increase the number of members on the
board..or replace members whose terms have expired.

The adiantage of this approach is that a board member would be
familiar with solar energy systems and their technical requirements.
The applicant is assured of a knowiedgeable contact on the board,
and the board can rely on a member who can make reasonable and
informed suggestions about how a proposal could be more effec-
tiyely modified to meet the regulations.

Typical requirements in design review and historic preservation
regulations state that boards shall consist of licensed landscape
architects, contractors, architects, and individuals who have de-
monstrated a knowledge of design and the visual arts. Many in-
dividuals interested or involved in solar energy will meet these
specifications. The following options for expanding board member-
ships can be considered:

Option 1: Add a "licensed architect experienced in the design
of buildings using solar energy for heating and cool-
ing purposes ."

Option 2: Add "a licensed contractor experienced in the design
and construction of buildings that use solar energy
for heating and cooling purposes and the installation
of solar energy systems on existing buildings "

Option 3: Add "a representative of the community who has de-,
monstrated a knowledge of, or experience in, the use
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of solar energy for heating, cooling, or water heating
and also in design and the visual arts "

ill
, Preliminary' Meetings for Solar Proposals

.

A third procedure) change can be made to accommodate a concern
for solar prOcedural energy into design a historic enervation
reviewencouraging or requiring prelimi informal view for

I
proposals that include the use of solar energ . Solar developments
could benefit from a preliminary meeting with board members to
familiarize the board with early plan' and iron out initial conflicts
before the plans are finalized. For ex mpie, Coral Gables, Florida,
found that many aesthetic problems ith solar installations were
easily solved when solar installers first met with the local Board of
Architects. ,

Many design. review regulations_alreadyancourage or require a pre-
,

liminary meeting, especially for major; projects. For proposals that
involve abler energy systems, especially new construction, the
board can make a strong effort to get developers and citizens to
submit early plans. A preliminary meeting' is probably not necessary
for solar domestic hot water installations. Plans for such proposals
are usually not so complex that they cannot be easily changed.

Reviewing Solar Buildings as a Special Classification

As an alternative to completely exempting solar buildings from
design review, a community could create a special, solar classifica-
tion in its own review procedures, Some control could be exercised
over their design, but they could be given special consideration as
solar buildings.

Establishing a special review category for solar energy systems and
buildings is similar to the two-level review processes used by some
communities (like Beverly 11)11s, California) in conventional design
review. Development propoAals are separated into major and minor
categories. The major prop sale, which cover developments over a
certain number of units or acreage, are subject to more extensive
board review than minor proposals. More information must be sub-
mitted with the application for a major proposal and a formal pro-
cedure must be followed. Minor proposals are often reviewed by an
administrator; they do not goefore the design review boaid al all.
This approach would be appropriate for the installation of solar col-
lectors on existing buildings, when such installations would not be
very noticeable or visible on a building. Solar water heating sys-
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terns, for example, c id be classified as mi br proposals,. exempt
pifrom full design review.

. .,

This is the approach being c nsidered_by lo Alto, California, in its ,

proposed solar instflation gu eltnes. AsIliscussed earlier, the pro-
posed 4 4ign criteria create a r g system to divide solar propos-
als into developments requiring de view and developments
that can be granted a building permit by the planning department
without design reviews in order to make this uistinction, the pro-
posed design guidelines 'establish a rating system based on the
community's design objectives.. Each design issue is given a
ratingthe more important design factors being rated higheitand
evaluated according to a checkl,Ist. If the checklist adds up to more
than 1.5 points, then the proposal requires full d ign review; but if
it adds up to less thin 1.5 points, then the plannin department can
immediately issue a building permit for the solar i allations. The
table is shown below, along with4he weights given to each design
factor.

Proposed Palo Alto Solar Installation Rating System'

Add total points on each item checked% the "yes" column.if total is over
1.5, Planning staff, makes design suggestions prior to issuing building per-
mits or suggests ARS review.

No Yes Rating

Do collectors reflect into neighboring win-
dows? 1

2. is installation visible from the street?

3. Will trees be removed or trimmed?

4. is installation higher than ridge line? .5

5. Does installation stand more than 3' above the
roof surface? .5

6. Is the color of collector frames compatible
with the roof? .5

7. is the piping visible and does it blend with the
surface it is attached to? .5

S. Are the ends of the panel arrays sot covered
or are mounting brackets visible?

2s

4 Milking Design Review More Reiponsive toAolimenergy Use

If a community wishes to actively promote solar energy use as a
specific policy; it can carry this policy a step further. A member of
the public design review board of Davis, Oplifomia, recently wrote:

The designtReview Cornation delibeiately encourages de-
velopers to incorporate esolarleatures in their buildings. In
most cases, when someone submits plans incorporating solar de-
vices or features, the commission refraini from making aesthetic
judgements, believing that the positive symbolic effect of the
solar features far outweighs any possible problems with design
considerations, such-as proportion or contrast.'

Private and public design review boards can consider this strategi if
solar energy use is widely supported in the community. Most com-
munities, however, will probably choose less drastic aiternativest
modifying design criteria or the design review process itself to bet-
ter accommodate solar development.

Solar Design and Design ReviewThe Common Ground

Like the previous chapter on scar design strategies, this chapter
can be seen as an.overview of alternatives that can be considered
by local design review boards and committees in developing their
own programs toJesolve conflicts between design review and solar

40 design. The list of possible modifications to design criteria and
design review procedures can easily be tailored to meet the require-
ments of local programs and local design objectives.

in examining alternative design strategies or design criteria, com-
munities should begin to realize that there does not have to be a
conflict between design review and solar energy use. If a commtini-
ty tnderstands that solar energy alternatives are one way to deal
with shrinking energyfesources, and if homeowners and designers
recognize the flexibility inherent in sol0 design. then they will
negotiate with each other across a common ground. Design review
is one way for communities to insure that the general welfare will be
promoted by encouraging buildings apptopriate for their settings.I.
Solar design review is merely an extension of that premise.

City of Palo Alto staff Report: Proposed Solar Guidelines. July 11,1979.

Aotiert Thayer,. Jr. "Bringing Solar Design Out of the Dark Ages." Planning (CM
.5 sago: American Planning disociation. December. 1978). p. 25.
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In examining the design review process, it is useful to consider
three different types of restrictions that can require prior review and
approval as part of the devglopment approval process. These are
public design review ordinances or regulations, public histiwpre-
servation ordinances, and private design or architectural revi
approvals administered by a committee of property oyvners within a
residential development project. All of these techniqies are similar'
in scope and appliOation, although slightly different in administration
and form. All essentially do the same thinggive the community a
chance to see what will be built before it is built and give the com-
munity the power to approve the design or appearance of the build-
ing prior to construction.

Because public design review controls. design review ordinances
and historic preservation regulationsdiffer in legal form and struc-
ture from design review committees created by private covenants
within a homeowners' association, it is useful to discuss each of
these techniques eparately: Both public and private design review
approaches can b4nefit from the same strategies in dealing with
solar developme . Alternatives that allow the accommodation of
solar design in the design review process will be presented for all
three techniques.

There are two types of controls that regulate aesthetics ;n residen-
tial development. The first type is known as design review, and the
public regulations and private restrictions apply to new residential .

development as well as to modifications or additions to existing
buildings. The selnd type of public aesthetic control is historic
preservation reguions, applying to historic buildings or develop-
ment within designated historic districts. Design review attempts to

i create an image of aesthetic significance within a community, while
historic preservation regulations attempt to promote and maintitn an
aesthetic significance that already. exists. eor
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Some residential development using solar technologies for space
and Water heating, or space cooling, may conflict with these broad
public objectives. Tlie extent of this potential conflict depends not
Only on the design of a particular building and its relationship to
surrounding devetoPment, but also on the scope of the public reg-
ulations themselves and how they are administered. Descriptions,of
these public regulations governing aesthetics and building design .
are given below.

I

State Laws Affecting Solar Design Review

The overview of design review techniques discussed in this appen-
dix will apply to communities in most states. But a few states have
adopted specifioilegislation that affects the design review of solar
buildings. Generally, these laws will not allow a community to un-
reasonably restrict the use of solar energy systems by any local or-
dinance or covenant restriction. This legislation will obviously affect
the review of solar buildings under public erg private design review
requirements.

In 1978, the General Assembly of California passed Assembly Bill
No. 3250, adopting the California Solar Rights Adt of 1978 (Cal. Stats.
Ch. 1154, 1978). Section 6 of th`e Solar Rights ACt amended section
65850.5 of the Government Code to readies follows; provisions of the
Health and Safety Code also were amehdfd.

65850.5. The legislative body of any city or county shall not enact
an ordinance which has the effect of prohibiting orof unreason-
ably restricting the use of solar energy systems other than fo4 the
preservation or protection of the public health or safety. This pro-
hibition shall be applicable to charter cities' since the promotion
of the use of nonfossil fuel sources of energy, such as solar
energy and energy conservation measures, is a matter of state-
wide concern. This section shall not apply to ordinances which
impose reasonable restrictions on-solar energy systems. How-
ever, it is the policy of the state to promote and encourage the
use of solar energy systems and to remove obstacles thereto. Ac-
cordingly, reasonable restrictions on 4 solar energy system are
those restrictions which do not significantly increase the cost of a
system or significantly decrease its efficiency, or which allow for
aik altervitive system of comparable cost and efficiency:
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Design revie w by private committees-of homeowners' associations
.would also be affected by
Rights Act amends Section

714. AnY'covenant, res

is legislation. Section 3 of the Solar
4t of the state Civil Code to read:

lion, or condition contained in any deed,
contract, security instrument, or other instrument affecting the
transfer or sale of, or any interest in, real property4 which effec-,
Lively prohibits or restricts the Installation or use of a solar energy
system is void and unenforceable. This section shall not apply to
provisions which impose reasonable restrictions on solar energy
systems. However, it is the policOof, the state to promote and en-
courage the use of solar energy systems and to remove obstacles
thereto. Accordingly, reasonable restrictions on a solar energy
system are those restricttns which do not significantly increase
the cost of the system oaignificantly decrease its efficiency, or
which allow for an alternative system of comparable cost and
efficiency.

The Colorado Assembly recently adopted a similar provision,
according to 1 Solar Law Reporter 52 (1979: Solar Energy Research
Institute). Senate 801 133 voids "unrasonable" covenants and other
aesthetic restriftions on the use of real property which "effectively
prohibit or restrict" solar installation. Although this provision is
worded similarly to the California Solar Rights Act provision, it dif-
fers in confining "reasonable"reshilttions only to restrictions that
do not increase the cost of the solar installation.

These legislative provisions do not bar solar buildings from design
review. What they do restrict the scope of sign review, allowing
solar energy installations to be 4arred in som circumstances
(where the public health pr safety would be a ed), ut allowed
bi.right in most situations. It is likely that the decisions of a design
review board can stilj affect where and how 30itif collectorsNre
placed on buildings, and how non-solar elements of the building's
design will look. But the line defining a "reasonable"restriction and
an "unreasonable" impermissive restriction Is ambiguous and will
probably have to be defined on a case-by-case basis. Design review
boards in California and Colorado should proceed cautiously in their
review of solar buildings and solar installations. so as not to violate
these'statutes and have their decisions voided by the courts.

'Design Review Regulations

Design review regulations encompass a variety of aesthetic con-
trols, including architectural controls, site plan review requirements,
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and appearance codes. Generically, all of the specific typels of
regulations can be classified as design review regulations. As a
class of public regulation, all function similarly, are adopted for
similar purpCses. and are administered in similar ways.

Design review regulations are often administered by a design revie*
board, consisting 9f appointed members who review development
proposals for their aesthetic effects as part of the local permitting
process. Projects are reviewed according to criteria or standards
established in local design review ordinances. and a bttard may (1)
approve; (2) disapprove; or (3) make recommendations about design
issues raised in the specific development proposal. By using design
review, a community can review the appearance as well as the
physica, aspects of a proposal before it is actually built.

The Scope of Design Review
Design review regulations rarely apply to all deveippment within the
community. It can apply to certain classes of development pr to de-
velopment occuring in certain designated locations or districts
within the community. For example, the design review process may
involve only projects above a certain size or associated with a cer-
tain activity (e.g., commercial or industrial development).

Typically, the types or classes of development that fall under the
scope of public design review regulations are largely non-resi-
dential. Design review is a common requirement in many commer-
cial districts of many communities, as a requirement of the approval
of the commercial use. 1/o this extent, a great deal of the public
design review process lies outside the scope of this guidebook.
which is concerned only with solar energy use in residential
development projects or buildings.

pro-
jects

communities equire design review for certain residential pr
jects in addition to n -residential uses. Larger scale, multifamily
developments are rev ewed by a design review board in some com-
munities, and planned unit developments (PUDs) frequently invive
aesthetic review and approval as well. Only a small handful of coma
*nities extend the scope of design review to individual, detached.
Angle-family residential structures. ,
Four alternatives can typically be considered by communities in de-
fining the scope of design review. A guidebook by the American In-
stitute of Architects' Committee on Design, Design Review Board: A
Handbook for Communities, lists the four options exercised by com-
munities considering design review controls. In all four options,
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"development" is defined to mean "that no site shall be cleared or
altered, nor shalliny structure be erected, demolished, moved,
altered, or enlarged without the approval of-the design review
board... "
Section 1-012. Types of Development Included:

Option 1: This ordinance shall apply *elusively to municipal de-
velopment, and, to the extent municipal design review is not pre-
empted by state or federal law, other government development.
Option 2:Except as provided hereafter, this ordinance shall apply
to all development: private; municipal, and to the extent municipal
design review is not pre-empted by state or federal law, other
government development.

This ordinance shall not apply to detached, single-family residen-
tial structures, except those which are subject of a use permit or
a variance, those in a residential district. or developed as part of
a subdivision of more than' j parcel's.

Option 3: This ordinance shall apply to all development; private,
municipal, and to the extent municipal design review is not pre-
empted by state or federal faw\all other government develop-
ment.

Option This ordinance shall apply to all projects within the
Design Review District as defined herein: 'legal description of
Design Review District'.

Within the above district, this ordinance shall apply to all develop-. -
meat: private, public, and to the extent th,t municipal design is
not pre by state or federal other government
deve meat.'

According to the Al handbook, most communities using design
review have chosen he second option, extending review to all pro-
jects but excluding Ingle-family, detached housing. A few have
established design view districts, under Option 4, which are used
to preserve view co idors and to maintain architectural integrity
within historically or aesthetically-significant areas. This last pur-
pose will be discussed in greater detail when historic preservation
controls are discussed.

,AIA Committee on Design. Design Review Board.
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The Structure of Design Review Boards

design review is the responsibility of the design review board, corn-
-mittee, or commission, selected by the community to make judg-
ments about the appearance or design of development projects
requiring design review. Generally, such boards are small, seldom
exceeding seven members, and are appointed (rather than elected)

" for a specific term, generally without compensation.

Some communities may decide notifo use a separate design review
board, but, instead, to extend the authority of an existing planning
commission to include design review. This might be used in cases
where design review regulations are adopted as part of the zoning
ordinances (already administered by the planning commission) and
not as a special-purpose ordinance requiring its own administrative
body.

Various other combinations of membership are possible. Glenview.
Illinois. for example, requires that an "owner, or an officer of a
corporation owning business, commercial, or industrial property" be
represented on its five member Appearance Commission (Glenview,
Illinois, Ord. No. 1607. 25.3-1, 1959). Scotch Plains. New Jersey. re-
quires the local building inspector as well as planning commission
members to be represented on its architectural review board.

Purposes of Design Review

The stated purpose of most design review regulations is to promote
the public health and welfare through the preservation of property
values and the aesthetic quality of the community. This stated pur-
pose is linked to conventional legal authority (the police power) of
communities to zone or regulate for the public good.

Where design review regulations are part of a zoning ordinance,
then the purpose ano intent clauses of the zoning may support the
aesthetic controls within the design review provisions of the zoning
ordinance. Where the design review controls are adopted as a
separate ordinance, a specific list of purposes and policies may be
included as part of the ordinance.

The Glenview, Illinois Appearance Code has a fairly typical range of
purposes cited to justify the aesthetic controls:

A. To promote the public safety, health, morals, comfort and
general welfare of said Village.

B. To enhance the values of property throughout said Village.
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C. To protect and stabilize the general appearance of buildings,
structures, landscaping, and open areas. in the multiple dwell-
ing, business, commercial, planned development, public lands,
hospital, and industrial zoning districts of the said Village.

D. To insure adequate fight, air, and privacy for property in the
multiple dwelling, business, commercial, planned development,
public lands, hospital, and industrial zoning districts of said
Village.

E. To encourage and promote acceptability, attractiveness, cohe-
siveness and compatibility of new buildings, development,
remodeling, and additions so as to maintain and improve the
established standards of property values within the multiple
dwelling. business, commercial, planned development, public
lands, hospital, and industrial zoning districts of said Village.'

Purpose clauses of other design review ordinances surveyed by the
American Planning Association are similar to Glenview's stated pur-
pose provisions. Generally, a statement linking the regulations to
the traditional purposes of public regulation under the police
power the promotion of the public health, safety, morals, and
general welfareare incorporated into the ordinance, followed by a
statement of general design policies linked to the preservation of
property values within the community.

The Design Review Process

Ideally, the design review process is initiated with an informal meet-
ing between a member of the design review board and an applicant
proposing a project that requires designiew. The applicant is
often the contractor, builder, or architect for the project, although
the owner of the building may also seek guidance from the board at
this early stage of the proposal.

The standards, procP 'ures, and design criteria are often discussed
at this stage. and potential design issues that the project may raise

e identified. Beverly Hills, California, for example. is one com-
m ity which allows preliminary review in its municipal design code:

Section 10-3.3009. Procedures. (a) Preliminary sketches of the
design of a proposed structure or alteration may be submitted to
the Planning Department for informal review so that an applicant
may be informed of Architectural Commission policies prior to

'Glenview. Illinois. Appearance Code 25.2. (Ord. No t903. i97,
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1
preparing working drawings. If approved. such sketches shall
serve as a guide in further consideration of the same proposed
building or structure.'

Some communities. such as Highland Park, Illinois, and Santa
Barbara, California. make preliminary review mandatory, rather than
discretionary. But other communities, such as Scarsdale, New York,
and Concord, New Hampshire, leave the preliminary review stage of
the process up to the developer. These communities have found
that, as more people become familiar with the design review pro-
cess, they increasingly tend to exercise their options for preliminary
review early in the project.

The second stage in the design review process begins when a for-
mal application is made to the board, and the project is considered
at an open meeting for the board's consideration. All projects may
be reviewed directly by the board, or the board (such as in Scotts-
dale, Arizona) may delegate certain minor development projects to
its staff for review and recommendation.

The applicant's submission requirements to the board vary from
community to community. The provisions of Highland Park, Illinois,
are perhaps typical of the type Of information submitted to the board
along with the application.

(3) At the time of the hearing, the applicant shall provide the Com-
mission with the following: drawings which shall include plans
and existing elevations; site plans; landscaping and screening
plans (showing the location of existing trees); renderings and
specifications of signs; and a statement as to kind, color. and tex-
ture of materials (all the foregoing documentation to be drawn to
scale) 4

The documentation and design plans are often reviewed by the
board in the course of a formal public hearing, or as is often the (
case. the meeting may be relatively informal with few adminIstrativa
requirements (as occurs in Coral Gables, Florida, design review
before its Board of Architects). In either case, the firidings of the
board are set forth in'a resolution, stating the board's finding and
its decision. The formality of the resolution is necessary -to preserve
the record of the decision if it should be legally or administratively
challenged.

A design review board may approve. conditionally approve. or
disapprove the project. If the project is disapproved, then the appli-
cant must submit another proposal more in keeping with the design

Appendix I.. Techniques of Design Review

objectives and criteria of the board. AlteTnatively, the same project
may be resubmitted. incorporating suggestions made by the board
during its public hearing. i

The third and final stage of the design review process depends on
the decision reached by the design review board and on the actions
of the applicant subsequent to that decision.

If the project is approved, then the file and decision are forward-
ed to the building inspector responsible for issuing the necessary
permits for the project to proceed.
If the project is conditionally approved, then the decision, with its
conditions, is forwardeo to the building inspector so that permits
may be issued' subject to the conditions. Compliance with design
'review conditions will be enforced along with compliance with
other local ordinances and codes affecting the development.

If the project is disapp oved, then the applicant may modify the
proposal and resubm' , or may choose to appeal the board's de-
cision to an adminis alive body, or, in some cases, to the courts.

Design review ordinances and provisions often allow appeal to a city
council or other body. Appeals are allowed if the conditions im-
posed by the board are also unacceptable to the applicant. Scotts-
dale. Arizona, for example, allows appeals from recommendations
made by design review board staff by allowing the applicant to bring
the project directly before the entire design review board. Medford,
Oregon. and Palo Alto, California, allow appeals directly to the city
councils of those communities. When administrative appeals have
run their course, have failed. or are still unacceptable to the appli-
cant, then recourse to the courts is possible.

Historic Preservation Regulations
..

Historic preservation regulations are very similar to design review
regulations in their administration and format, but dissimilar in their'
intent and purpose. The purpose of historic preservation regulations
is to preserve the historic arid cultural- significance of existing build-
ings or areas of a community. Examples of areas and types of build-
ings protected by these regulations include Washington. D.C.'s
Georgetown area and New Orleans' Vieux Carre district.

'Beverly Hons. California. Municipal Code 104.3009 (1973)

'Highland Park. Illinois Appearance Code. 176.1601C1(3). As amended. 1976.
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Like design review regulations, historic preservation controls estab-
lish review procedures for scrutinizing the quality of design of re-
habilitation and new structures within a certain district or districts.
The review Is often carried out by a special historic preservation or
landmarks commission, but sometimes a design review board will
double as the body that reviews proposals for historic districts.

The Scope of Historic Preservation Review

Historic preservation regulations are applied in two ways. They may
be applied to a single structure (or group of structures), or they may
be applied to a designed historic district. Historic preservation
regulations also can be written for a specific area of a community or
may consist of general ordinance provisions applied to specific
areas as they are designated by the community.

For example, the city Planning department of the City of Norfolk.
Virginia. has proposed historic preservation regulations for an area
of the city called West Freemason. The area has been divided into
two zoning districts. a Core District and a Transitional District, en-
compassing about fifteen city blocks in all. The historic designation
is accomplished through the zoning ordinance. The designated
areas become specific zones and are indicated as such on the city
zoning map.

In addition to its historic zoning districts, Norfolk also has its his-
toric preservation regulations applying to a:single strucikethe
Hodges House. which is an historic estate surrounded by conven-
tional residential development. The boundaries of the proposed
designation extend only to the boundaries of the Hodges House lot.
encompassing only that specific building.

Residential, commercial, industrial, or governmental structures can
all be designated as historic sites or areas subject to the historic
preservation controls. As Norfolk's example shows, the scope of
the review can extend down °to a single residential structure. as well
as up to a multi-block area of the community.

The scope of historic preservation controls are defined by the de-
signation process, generally by specific ordinance. A recommenda-
tion to designate an historic building or area generally comes from
landmarks commission and must be voted on by the local governing
body (i.e., city council) of the community. Thq designation process
often involves notification to adjacent landowners, a public hearing,
and occasionally reviewing the proposed designation against state
or federal guidelines for historic significance.

72 13'i

Once a building or area has been designated, a number of develop-
ment activities become subject to design review., For example, the
model historic preservation ordinance proposed by the National In-
stitute of Municipal Law Officers (NIMLO) states:

Section 11-710. (a) After the designation of an historic district, no
exterior portion of any building or other structure (including walls,
fences, light fixtures, steps and pavement or other appurtenant
features) nor above-ground utility structures, nor any type of out-
door advertising sign shall be erected, altered, restored, moved,
or demolished within such district until after an application for a
certificate of appropriateness as to exterior features has been
submitted to and approved by the Commission.'

Most other historic preiervetion regulations surveyed take a similar
approach, requiring a permit for new construction, any exterior
changes to existing buildings, moving any buildings or appurten-
ances to buildings or demolishing buildings within an historic dis-
trict. Also, zoning ordinances frequently list permitted uses with
histo is districts, and the specification of allowable uses within such
distri is is also a common provision in many regulations.

The P se of Historic Preservation
Like other public design review controls, historic preservation con-
trols generally relate to the exercise of the police power by the
community, focusing on promoting the general welfare. Specifically,
these regulations recognize the cultural, educational, and economic
value of historically and architecturally significant or unique build-
ing And areas, and seek to maintain this value by preserving these
resoAces intact. The purpose provisions of the Pioneer Square
Historic District in Seattle, Washington, spell these purposes out in
great detail:

Section 1. Purpose. During the City of Seattle's relatively brief
history. it has had little time in which to develop many areas of
consistent historical or architectural character; it is recognized
that the Pioneer Square area of Seattle contains many of these
rare attributes that do exist and consequently is an area of great
historical and cultural significance to the City of Seattle. There-
fore, in order that the Pioneer Square area and buildings within-
that area may not be injuriously affected; to promote the public

'NIMLO. Model Hislorical Zoning Ordinance. 11-710 (emphasis added).
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welfare, and to provide for the enhancement of this area and its
structures, thereby contributing to the social, cultural, and eco-
nomic welfare of the citizens of Seattle by developing an aware-
ness of its historical heritage, returning unproductive structures
to useful purposes and attracting visitors to the City; and in order
that a reasonable degree of control may be exercised over the
site development and architecture of the private and public
buildings erected therein, there Is hereby created a Pioneer
Square Historic District (hereafter called "Historic District").°

Most purpose clauses are not as detailed as this one, but most con-
tain similar provisions and purpose statements.

The Historic Preservation Review Process

Proposed development within a designated higtoric district often
requires a permit, called a certificate of appropriateness, that is
issued by a landmarks or historic preservation commission.

The application for a certificate of appropriateness generally is
made to the planning, zoning, or building department of the com-
munity. and is required even if the applicant is going through other
permit review procedures In addition to the historic preservatio
review. For example, the Seattle, Wastngton, regulations stat that
"where modification of the exterior apOearance of a structure ithin
the Historic District does not require a building or demolitio permit,
notice of such intention shall nonetheless be flied with I Super-
intendent of Buildings and referred by him to the hist lc preserva-
tion board." By applying to the building department, he applicant is
assured that the proposed development conforms to local building
codes or zoning standards before it ever reaches the stage of
review by the historic preservation commission.

After preliminary review by the building or planning department. the
application is transmitted to the historic preservation commission
for its review and public_ hearing. The applicant usually presents the ,
proposals at the regular meeting of the commission, which serves
concurrently as the public hearing.

The review itself is similar to conventional d sign review procedures
discussed earlier. The design or appearance f the project is asses-
sed against adopted design criteria and polio es and approval, dis-
approval. or approval with conditions are given. In Seattle. Washing-
ton, the historic review board reviews the application, makes its fin-
dings, then transmits these findings in the form of a recommenda-
tion to the planning commission, which acts on the project. In
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Dayton, Ohio, the histoko preservation commission itself makes the
final decision and transmits the formai findings and decision to the
building Inspector for permit issuances and enforcement. As with
design review, the applicant may appeal the decision to a city coun-

litil if the application is denied or conditions are unacceptable.

The information required of an applicant as part of the review pro-
cesseif also similar to design review data. Information may be re- -

quested which shows sketches, drawings, photographs. descrip-
tions, materials. fenestration, colors, and landscaping details of pro-
poied developments in the historic district.

Privite Design Review Controls
Private design review controls are similar to public techniques in
structure. but they may differ from public controls in application.
Where public design review is based on the public exercise of the
police power (and all of the constitutional constraints affecting that
authority), private design review reqdrements are established by
contract. Generally, this contract is a restrictive covenant provision
that is inserted into the deeds of ail lots sold within a residential
subdivision, and that requires the lot owner to seek the permission /r
pf a design review committee of a homeowners' association (HOA)
before building on the lot. In granting this approval, the private
design review committee examines the appearance of the proposed
development and makes aesthetic judgments about the appro-
priateness of the design as compared to adjacent development or
the appearance of other buildings within the project.

According to a report on design review by the Community Associa-
tions Institute. Design Review...Architectural Control.(CAI -GAP
Report 2, 1978), the purposes of the private designeview require-
ments are: (1) the establishment and preservation of a harmonious
desig for the community. and (2),the protection of the value of pro-
pert ithin the community. Essentially, the purpose of private
design review is "to keep the community looking like a nice place
to live."

Private design review procedures are often established in planned
unit developments (PUDs) and are set forth in the declaration of

Seame. WastarOon. Ord. Na 93352. as amended by Ords. 99046 and 102902. n.6.
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covenants, conditions and restrictions (CCRs) of the HOA. A pub-
II don by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
th ederal Housing Administration, and the Veterans Administra-
tion, uggested Legal Documents.for Planned Unit Developments
(FHA Form 1400/VA Form 26 -8200. Rev. October, 1973), suggests that
design review or architectural review committees be established in
new PUD developments. This document contains model master
declaration of CC&Rs, and authorizes, in Article IX, the appointment
of an Architectural Control Committee by the Board of Directors of
the HOA.

The CAI guidelines for community design review suggest that crea-
tion, membership, purpose, procedures, and guidelines of the -
design review committee be set forth In the declaration of CC&Rs.ol.
the 110*. A sample declaration cited in the guidebook states that no
development will be allowed without the written approval of the
Design Committee regarding: (a) the harMony of the exterior design
and location in relation to, and its effect upon, surrounding struc-
tures, vegetation, topography, and the overall community, design of
(the PUD); (b) the character of the exterior materials; and (c) the
quality of the exterior workmanship of the proposed developmgnt or
alteration. The CAI guidelines suggest that detailed design cittria
be set forth in the form of design guidelines adopted by the design
review committeethese design guidelines should contain both
design policies and specific design objectives that are applied to
development proposals before the committee. Procedures for the
timing, review, and approval should also be set forth within the
master deed and master declaration of CC&Rs for the HOA.

Unlike public design review boards, private design review commit-
tees are not required to have architects or design professionals as a
majority of their membership pr even among their members. Gen-
erally, the members of the architectural ocdesign committee are ap-
pointed from among the members of the HOA by the Board of Direc-
tors, and the size of the committee often may be smaller than that
encountered in public design review boardsa three-member
design committee is suggested in the CAI publication.

The legal principles governing private design review are those of
contract law and real property law. Lot owners must be notified of
what is expected of them; they must be given some guidance as to
what constitutes proper or acceptable design (either through design
policies, criteria, or standards in the covenants or design manuals
of the Board); and they must be given adequate guidance as to pro-

-1 4/

cedures and schedules so that they can act according to the con-
tractual provisions"running with their lots. Enforcement is also
through contract law, in contrast to public design review require-
inents, which are often s-nftg4ied through local criminal law pro-
cesses. Violations ate tisoin negotiated between a lot owner and the
design committee of the HOA, but, occasionally, recourse to the
courts by either party may be necessary to settle a dispute. Kopeals
Iron a design review committee judgment about a particular pro-
posal may also be handled administratively by recourse to the Board
of Directors of the HOA; this appeal is analogous to the appeal pro-
cess to a city council in public design review programs.
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Appendix II: Solar -Installation Palo Alto, California:

Guidelines: Three Examples
Palo ikIto, California

Guidelines for Solar Installations in Palo Alto (JulY%1978)
Options for Using the Guidelines

Columbia, Maryland: Portions for Guidelines for Repidential Solar Collec-
tors In Columbia (August 1177)
Armond %Kopp Homeowner's Association Guidelines for the Aesthetic
installation" of Soler Collectors (October, 1978, Gaithersburg, Maryland)

Architecturally Related Installation Guidelines Liability

a.

14;1

Guidelinei For Solar installations in Palo Alto (July, 1978)

The guidellnes which follow are based on the discussion in Part I on
visual problems with solar Installation, When staff prepares the
guidelinesifor pubjic distribution, a very brief discussion of the
rationale %hind the guidelines will accompany them.

Placement of Collectors

1. Panels laid flat on the roof are usually the most compatible
with the form of the building.

To be certain that you have sufficient collector area to do The
heating job. calculate the area of collectors you need for your
roof slope and roof orientation.

1

..
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Appendix II. Solar InstallatiorOuldelines
a.

4

462. Locate the collector array so as to limit the need to remove or
trim trees.

3. Locate the solar collectors so as to avoid light reflectiol; into
neighboring windows.

4. Locate the solar collectors so that f4ure buildings on adja-
cent lots will not obstruct sunlight falling on your collectors.

5. Locate the collector array so that it lies between the visually
dominant lines of building and /or roof.

.- , .
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t
6. Where possible, locate collectors where they least visible

from a public street and other properties.

Panel aunting:
7. If racks are used to mount the collectors, the smaller the

angle between the roof surface and the collectors surface. tile
better the solar collector will blend with the roof.

8. A collector array placed over the ridge line will usually make
the installation dominate the roof.

9. Thin steel rack mounts are usually incompatible with the roof .
volume. Covering the triangular ends with the roof or siding
material usually makes the installation look better.
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10. installations that start,at the ridge line and end at the gutter,
usually look better.

11. installations with spaces between collectors do not look as
good as panels that fit snugly together.
'(Note: Some types of collectors require piping between
panels.)

12. Minimize the amount of visible piping.

Color

13. When the color of the collector frame and the color of the roof
match, the installation will be less visible. .

14. The Color of the piping should match the surface to which it is
attached.
(Note: Use nonreflective paint.)

15. Plastic bag collectors and plastic tubing are usually unattrac-
tive. To locate them where they are least visible or use a
screening device to block the view of them.

Options for Using the Guidelines

Several options exisi fo-f -using the idelines effectively from
merely distributing them to interests rsons to providing design
review and consultation.

A survey of residents interested in installing solar systems indicated
that 88% of them thought that homeowners would benefit from some
architectural.design review of solar installations at no charge.
However. only 14% 01 the residents believed that the Architectural
Review Board should have approval power over solar installations
on single-family houses. (See Appendix II.) Based On the survey and
the seriousness of the aesthetic problems as identii:ed by ARB and
staff. the following implementation procedure is proposed.

The Inspectional Services Division will route all solar installations
to the Planning Department. Planning staff will rate each propos-
ed installation according to the rating system in the following
table.

For those installations exceeding 1.5 on the rating scale. Planning
staff or the ARB will make design suggestions prior to issuance
of building permits,

Staff anticipates approximately one-third of all applications to score
over 1 5 points in the rating at first, and then to diminish rapidly as
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the guidelines become familiar to users. If the present demand for
solar Installations does not significantly increase, this can be handl-
ed by present Planning and Inspectional Services staff.

t

Solar Installation Rating System

Add total points on each item chocked in the "yes" column. If total is over
1.5. Planning staff makes design suggestions prior to issuing building per-
mils or suggests ARB review

1. Do 'collectors reflect into neighboring win-
dows?

2. Is installation visible from the street?

3. Will trees be removed or trimmed?

4. Is installation higher than ridge line?

No Yes Rating

1

1

1

.5

5. Does Installation stand more than V above
the roof surface? .5

IL Is the color of collector frames compatible
with the roof? .5

7. Is the piping visible and does it blend with
the surface It is attached to? .5

8. Are the ends of the panel arrays not covered
or are mounting brackets visible? 5

Columbia, Maryland: Portions of Guidelines for
Residential Solar Collectors in Columbia
(August, 1917)

a. Architecturally collectors appear inappropriate on traditional
homes since they are contemporary in character and conse-
quently are discouraged. However, if required. a location on a
side or rear facing roof slope or a free standing collector in
the rear yard would be the most appropriate. Where the col-
lector needs to be located on the front of a traditional house.
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it should be incorporated into the garage roof where it is like-
ly tote less obtrusive than on the main roof. See page 8.

b. Large heating collectors usually providing the primary heating
source for a house, and located on 'a sloping roof, should
appear integral with the roof construction and not an appen-
dage laying on top of it. Construction details at ridge, eaves
and verge (or valley) are critical in achieving this appearance
mod should be comprehensively illustrated on construction
plans. The use of a barge board of the same depth for all
verges is imperative. See page 12. Primary collectors on flat
roofs should be set back from the eaves and concealed from
view by a parapet unless initially integrated as a visual feature
of the architectural design of the house.

c. Small ancillary collectors generally used in supplementing the
domestic hot water supply and not exceeding 60 sq. ft. ..t. may
be laid on top of sloping roofs and project above the general
roof surface to simulate the appearance of a skylight. Any col-
lector larger than this should follow the guidelines in item a,
since its size would make it a major visual feature of the
house. See page 9.

d. Materials should be glass with wood or metal frames detailed
to avoid ledges catching water. Plexiglass is not acceptable
since it is liable to sag giving an unsatisfactory appearance.

e. Exposed pipe work will not be permitted.

f. Al), frames, fleshings, etc. should be painted to match the ad-
jdcent roof surfaces in color or to match the house trim color,
whichever is least obtrusive.

g. Approval of the Architectural Committee must be received
prior to the construction of any solar collector whether
attached to a house or free standing.

A solar collector for a new house should be included with the usual
drawings submitted by the builder to the H.R.D. Architectural
Committee for architectural approval.

The addition of a solar collector to an existing house should be
submitted to the appropriate Village Community Association. Su
mission drawings should include a site plan plus elevations of e
house showing the appearance of the collector and constructs
details showing how it is to be installed. For sloping roof installa-
tions submit also details illustrating the termination at roof ridge
verge (or valley) and eaves.
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Armond Piscopo, Homeowner's Association
Guidelines for the Aesthetic installation of Solar
Collectors (October, 1978, Gaithersburg,
Maryland).

Architecturally Related Installation Guidelines

Five items can be identified as major contributing factors in develop-
ing architectural compatibility between solar collectors and the
home. These items relate to solar collector Style, Color, Arrange-
ment, Mounting and Piping (SCAMP). Each of these items is
discussed separately; but only to the extent that they affect the
appearance of the Installation.

1. Solar C011ector Style

Most commercially available solar collectors designed for
domestic hot water systems are acceptable.

Homemade, "improvised" collectors are generally not
acceptable.

Solar collectors used to generate domesc hot water for the
residential market are rectangular in shape and usually 2 to 3 feet
wide, 6 to 8 feet long and from 4 to 6 inches deep. The glass surface
of these collectors is flat, although at least one manufacturer offers
a collector with a curved or arched surface.

2. Solar Collector Color
Only one color must be associated with the solar collector
installation.

The color selected must blend harmoniously with the surface on
which collectors are mounted. In the case of ground collectors the
color selected must be compatible with the background against
which the collectors will be viewed.

The frame of most commercially available solar collectors can be
painted. Therefore, the solar collector frame along with any support.
ing structure and hardware must all adhere to the "single-color"
criteria in order to minimize 'contrast.

'Mary Freellns' illustrations for the Guidefines were the basis 01 the drawings in this
volume. by Dave Lurie
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3. Arrangement of Solar Collectors

Solar collectors must be grouped together.

Perimiter lines of the collectors should be aligned or
centered with other elements of the home's exterior, such as
windows, doors and surface edges.

Visual appeal is influenced by many factors. Geometric balance,
proportion and composition are a few examples of such factors and
are Unique to ()Very installation. These factors should be reviewed
thoroughly when considering the exact pla9ement of the collectors
on a roof or wall.

4. Mounting Solar Collectors

Solar collectors may benlaid into the surface, mounted flat
on the surface, or raised an inch or so parallel to the surface
on which they are mounted.

"Racks", which provide collectors with slopes different from
the surface on which they are mounted, must be enclosed.

-The enclosure must be architecturally compatible with the
home in both material and color.

Ground collectors must also be rack-mounted with an enclo-
sure which is architecturally compatible with the home in both
material and color.

/

,..1 Rooftop Collector with Air Space

Mounting Bracket

.'...

.

Air Space ___-------__=---____----------
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It has become widespiead practice to mount roof collectors an inch
or so above the roof as-illustrated. This will allow rainwater or melt-
ing snow topes* under the collectors, and'avolds the difficulty
associated with caulking and the visual objections with metal flash-
ing, normally associated with inlaid and flat-on-the-roof type mount-
ings. .

i
Wall collectors wilktalmost always require a rack to establish the
proper tilt angle. The design of a rack to support awali collector is
essentially the same as that for a roof collector. a

J 4

Numerous designs are possible with ground collectors. The home-
owner may choose to utilize the ground collector enclosure as a
tool shed in me yard of the home. In some cases it may be possible
to inlay solar collectors into the side of a small hill or berm on the
property. . .

in all cases the color of the enclosure must adhere to the same
single-color chosen for the entire installation. All mounting hard-
ware such as bolts, screws, washers, mounting angles, and clips
should be protected against corrosion and should consist of
galvanized steel, aluminum or other noncorrosive metal.

5. Piping

All manifold piping must be enclosed.

Piping to-and-from manifolds should be routed through the
interia of the home.

p
Rooftop Colleftors with Manifold Covers

Outlet Manifold

InleUdlanifold Cover
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Inlet and outlet manifold pipes are generally routed external to the
collectors and are wrapped with insulation. To avgid The appearance
of these insulated pipes they are required to be enclosed with a
cover. The covers may be an extended part of the solar collector
frame, as Illustrated.

It may become necessary to rack mount solar collectors to achieve
the proper tilt angle. Such a decision should be based on the
recommendation of a qualified solar industry representStive. While
the rack (i.e. the metal frame supporting the collectors illustrated in
the accompanying figure) may be necessary to achieve the proper
technical performance. it can detract from the architecture of the
home. Therefore, all sides'of a ractc supporting any solar collector
must be enclosed. The enclosure give the collectors an appear-
ance of continuity with the lines of the home. Two variations of rack
mounted coliectorsith enclosures are illustrated. Innovative
combinations of solar collector styles, arrangements and enclo-
sures. are numerous. In each case the solar unit as a whole must
be geometrically compatible with other architectural features of the
home. The complete solar unit may be mounted flat on the roof or
raised an inch or so to allow rain or melting snow to pass under the
unit.

In the event that it becomes absolutely necessary to run inlet and
outlet piping external to the home, it must be enclosed in a single

Rack for Rooftop Collectors

1
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conduit. Such a conduit must be square or rectangular in shape,
made of wood and painted the same color as the surface on which it
is mounted. Conduits must run parallel to the surface lines on which
they are mounted and hidden under overhangs wherever possible.
Inlet and outlet olping for ground collectors must be buried below
ground level.

Only one pair purgingrnechanism may be visible and must not pro-
trude more than 4 inches from the outset manifold. Some insulation

, around the air purging mechanism may be visible.

Liability

1. The Atsociation assumes no responsibility for the solar collector
system, its performance or for structural damage, wind damage or
glare resulting from the design, installation or use of the collecto(
system.

2. These guidelines do not supercede local building, plumbing, elec-
trical, fire and safety or health codes. It is the responsibility of the
homeowner to acquire all necessary county permits in addition to
architectural approval by the Association.

3.The Association assumes no responsibility in disputes involving
rights of access to sunlight, either at the time of the.installation
or anytime in the future.

Rack-Mounted Rooftop Collectors with-Enclosures A
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